FERMI 2 UFSAR
CHAPTER 8:
8.1

ELECTRIC POWER

INTRODUCTION

Fermi 2 has a net electrical capacity of approximately 1170 MWe generated by a single turbine
generator at 22 kV, and stepped up to 345 KV by two parallel transformers. These transformers
are connected on the high side to the Fermi 2 345-kV station. This station is interconnected by
two double circuit 345-kV lines to the Edison system (Figure 8.2-1). When Fermi 2 becomes
operational at full power, the total capacity of the Edison system will be approximately 10,429
MW. When operating in conjunction with the Consumers Power Company, with whom a
coordinated system has been established having four interconnections at 345 kV, the total
integrated system capacity will be approximately 16,709 MW. Edison also has strong 345-kV
interconnections with Ontario Hydro (two interconnections) and Toledo Edison (three
interconnections).
Also on the Fermi site is the permanently shutdown Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 1
(Fermi 1).
Fermi 1 also includes four gas turbine peaking units, each generator having a name plate capacity
of 18.8 MVA. These units, as limited by turbine design ratings, have a net electrical output of
62.2 MW (summer) and 75.9 MW (winter). One of these units has the ability to be started by a
diesel without the need for an external source of power.
The output of the gas turbine peaking units is connected to the 120-kV station, and this station is
connected to the Edison system by three 120-kV lines (Figure 8.2-2).
All lines at both 120 kV and 345 kV are run on a common right-of-way; however, the right-ofway is of such a width that a 345-kV tower falling cannot interrupt all the lines on the right-ofway. The 120-kV and 345-kV transmission lines leave the plant in a common right of way for
approximately 5 miles before diverging into different rights-of-way to the final termination at
individual stations. Auxiliary power for Fermi 2 comes from both the 120-kV and 345-kV
systems. Each system supplies half of the balance-of-plant (BOP) loads and one of the two
redundant safety divisions.
Plant auxiliary power for engineered safety feature (ESF) loads for Division I of the two
divisions is derived from a 15/20-MVA, 13.2/4.16-kV transformer connected to the secondary of
a 120/13.2-kV transformer on bus 101, with an alternate feed from the secondary of the
120/13.8/13.8-kV gas turbine peaking unit transformer. The other division's power is supplied
by one secondary winding of a 37.3-MVA, 345/4.16/4.16-kV transformer. It should be noted
that Fermi 2 has no unit auxiliary transformer. All plant auxiliaries are fed in normal operation
from the 120-kV and 345-kV systems indicated above.
The principal voltage for auxiliary power is 4.16 kV, with smaller loads being supplied from
480-V ac load centers and motor control centers (MCCs).
In case of a total loss of offsite power, the unit requirements for power for safe shutdown are
supplied by four 2850-kW diesel generators, two per division. Within a division, the two diesel
generators are not run in parallel; each supplies a load group comprising about half of the
division's emergency power requirements.
The dc power is supplied from three 260-V batteries, two batteries for ESF loads and one battery
for BOP loads, to supply dc motors and motor-operated valves. Each battery is center tapped to
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provide 130-V dc power for control functions (Figures 8.3-9 and 8.3-11). There are two 48-V
center-tapped batteries to supply source and intermediate range nuclear instrumentation and
radiation monitoring equipment (Figure 8.3-10).
The ESF loads that require electric power to perform their safety function, the function that is
performed, and the type of power that is required (ac/dc) are listed in Tables 8.1-1 and 8.1-2.
The design of the Fermi 2 electric power system is up to date with respect to the state of the art
for nuclear plants and takes into account all NRC regulations, guides, and design criteria,
including General Design Criteria 17 and 18. Regulatory Guides 1.6, 1.9, 1.30, 1.32, and 1.63,
and IEEE Standards 308-1971, 279-1971, 323-1971, 317-1972, and 334-1971 are followed,
except as noted in Subsection 8.3.1.2.2.2. IEEE 323-1974 was taken into account on equipment
for which the purchase specification was executed on or after November 15, 1974.
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TABLE 8.1-1 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE, AC LOADS
Engineered Safety Feature, AC Loads

Safety Function Performed

Core spray system (including pump
motors, controls, and supporting devices)

Provides emergency core cooling by spraying
water directly on the core

Residual heat removal (RHR) system
(including pump motors, controls, and
supporting devices)

Provides emergency core cooling by restoring
and maintaining the water level in the reactor
core at an adequate height; provides containment
cooling using the containment spray mode of
operation; removes residual heat from the reactor
core during shutdown for refueling or servicing

RHR service water system and ultimate
heat sink (including pumps, motors, fans,
controls, and supporting devices)

Provides cooling to the essential features of the
RHR complex, backup core flooding, and
ultimate heat sink for all vital cooling systems

Main steam line monitoring system

Provides indication of gross fuel failure

Containment inboard isolation valves

Isolates the primary containment

Emergency equipment closed cooling
water system (including pump motors,
controls, and supporting devices)

Provides cooling water to the equipment needed
for emergency shutdown

Diesel generator cooling water pumps,
vent fans, and associated devices
necessary for the operation of the standby
power supply

Allows operation of the standby power supply

Main control room ventilation and air
conditioning system

Ensures operation of safety-related control and
instrumentation devices within their rated
temperature

Standby gas treatment system

Reduces the consequences of off-site radiation
doses resulting from a postulated accident

Combustible gas control system

Reduces post-LOCA combustible gas mixtures to
acceptable levels

Engineered safety feature ventilation
cooling system

Ensures operation of safety-related equipment
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TABLE 8.1-2 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE, DC LOADS
Engineered Safety Feature, DC Loads

Safety Function Performed

Automatic depressurization system

Relieves the pressure of the reactor pressure
vessel to the containment pressure suppression
pool

High-pressure coolant injection system
accessories only (valves, pumps)

Maintains sufficient reactor water inventory for a
small-break area LOCA

Containment outboard isolation valves

Isolates the primary containment

Control power for Class 1E switchgear
and other devices included in the safety
systems

Provides reliable control of the safety equipment
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8.2

OFFSITE POWER SYSTEM

8.2.1

Description

8.2.1.1 Offsite Power Sources
Offsite power is available for the auxiliary power requirements of Fermi 2 at two different
voltage levels, 345 kV and 120 kV.
Fermi 2 exports its net generation capability of approximately 1170 MWe at 345 kV after
transformation by two parallel transformers from the generation level of 22 kV. The unit is
interconnected with the 345-kV transmission system by two circuits or lines with one line per
single tower, as shown in Figure 8.2-1. Each circuit is installed on a single tower and the two
lines run to the Brownstown Station located about 16 miles away. These lines run over
generally flat farmland. Each 345 kV line is protected by two identical and independent line
differential schemes (A and B) using digital relays and fiber optic communication paths to
provide high speed fault clearing. Each of these digital relays also provides additional time
coordinated line protection, as a supplement to the differential schemes. Breaker failure
protection is provided as part of the Backup (B) relaying and provides input to the (A) and
(B) transfer trip logic. There are two independent fiber optic paths that link Fermi 2 to
Brownstown Station. Each digital relay receives a fiber pair from each path as a normal and
hot standby input. All four line protection schemes (A and B for each line) provide transfer
tripping to Brownstown Station using the fiber optic communication paths as part of the
breaker failure protection scheme. Both lines are equipped with time delayed automatic
breaker reclosing to restore service to the line in the event of a momentary line fault (e.g.,
lightning).
The Fermi 2 to Brownstown lines leave the plant on opposite sides of a 500-ft right-of-way
with three 120-kV lines routed between them. A plan view of the transmission corridor is
shown in Figure 8.2-2; a sectional view of the transmission corridor appears in Figure 8.2-3.
The spacing of the lines is such that collapse of either of the 345-kV towers would not
interrupt the other 345-kV line, although it can interrupt two of the three 120-kV lines. The
Fermi-Brownstown circuits will run to Brownstown Station via 345-kV towers located on the
500 ft out-of-plant transmission corridor to the east side of the Detroit-Toledo Expressway (I75) and then via 345-kV towers on the Monroe-Brownstown corridor. Angle towers are used
for all turns. The towers and lines have been designed for a simultaneous wind loading of 8
lb/ft2 with a 1/2-in. ice load or, equivalently, a 1-in. ice load without wind load.
Although Fermi 2 does not generate power at 120 kV, it has strong interconnections with the
120-kV system (Figure 8.2-4). There are three 120-kV lines on separate towers running into
the plant along the same right-of-way as the 345-kV lines. One line terminates at the Custer
substation 13.9 miles away passing through the Shoal substation, the second at Radka 21.7
miles away, and the third at Brownstown 16.3 miles away after passing through the Swan
Creek Substation and the Berlin Substation. The 120-kV lines separate from the 345-kV
Brownstown line at various points of the right of way and therefore do not follow the 345-kV
lines the entire distance to the Brownstown Station but may share right of ways with
additional lines (see Figure 8.2-2). These lines run through generally flat farmland with no
unusual terrain features. These lines are protected with distance-directional comparison8.2-1
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carrier first-line relaying, with redundant distance relay backup. All three lines have
automatic reclosing after a time delay to restore service in case of transient faults.
The 120-kV switchyard at Fermi 2 is tied to the 120-kV system with three lines. The 120-kV
Fermi-Swan Creek line to the Brownstown station has a strong 345/120-kV source at
Brownstown, in addition to two other 120-kV lines. The line to Custer Station ultimately ties
to the Consumers Power Company's 120-kV system (Whiting A-1). The Radka line is
ultimately tied to Superior Station, which has five additional lines at 120 kV, including two
strong ties to the 345-kV transmission system at Wayne.
In March 2003, ownership of the Edison transmission system, including both switchyards,
transferred to an independent purchaser, ITC Holdings. Edison and ITC Holdings are
members of the East Central Area Reliability Council (ECAR), which also includes other
utilities located in the midwestern region of the United States. The total peak load served by
ECAR members is about 100,000 MW, and the ECAR members have about 108,000 MW of
installed generating capacity.
ECAR members are required to maintain a minimum level of contingency reserves totaling 3
percent of their daily peak load projection, to protect against the unexpected loss of
generating sources or other contingencies. An additional 1 percent of the daily peak load
projection for each day is required to be maintained by the ECAR members as Load and
Frequency Regulation Reserve, for load and frequency regulation. Some of the reserves are
available immediately upon request, to meet the contingencies like unit trip and all reserves
are required to be available within 10 minutes.
ECAR members are also required to share their reserves in the event of a unit trip, or some
other type of system emergency that jeopardizes firm load, under a process referred to as
Automatic Reserve Sharing. Thus, there will always be sufficient reserves available to
maintain reliability for customers on the Detroit Edison system, even in the event of a trip of
the largest unit.
The interconnection capability of Michigan Electric Coordinated System (MECS) study area,
which includes Detroit Edison, will conservatively be approximately 3000 MW. ECAR
studies show that adverse conditions outside the MECS study area may at times limit the
capability to 2500 MW. This capability is sufficient to allow the forced outage of Edison's
largest unit while its second largest unit is out of service.
Edison has the following interconnections with other utilities:

*

a.

Consumers Power

four 345-kV circuits
five 120/138-kV circuits

b.

Ontario Hydro

two 345/230-kV circuits*
two 230-kV circuits

c.

Toledo Edison

three 345-kV circuits

The 230-kV portion of these circuits is located in Ontario.
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8.2.1.2 Switchyards
The 345-kV switchyard is located approximately 150 yards from the plant. Its physical
configuration is shown in Figure 8.2-5 and its electrical configuration is shown in Figure 8.31. The 345-kV switchyard is arranged in a nominal double breaker-double bus configuration.
Transformer SS65, the auxiliary transformer serving Division II engineered safety feature
(ESF) buses, is fed from the east bus (bus 301) of the switchyard. Switchyard circuit
breakers are opened automatically by the associated line or bus relaying. Each breaker has
two independent trip coils. The switchyard circuit breakers CM and CF are controlled in the
Fermi 2 main control room. Switchyard circuit breakers BT, BM, DM and DF are controlled
by transmission company, ITC Holdings. The switchyard has two control batteries, one for
each of the two channels of protection (including trip coils) so that a battery or associated
protection system failure will not prevent tripping and resultant isolation of faults. Transfer
tripping of backup or remote terminal circuit breakers is accomplished through redundant
fiber optic links.
The only switchyard fault that could lead to a sustained loss of power to transformer SS65 is
a fault affecting bus 301 or transformer SS65. In this case, the feed from the 120-kV
switchyard to transformer SS64 will still be available for Division I power and safe
shutdown. Failure of circuit breakers CF, DF or BM will cause a shutdown of bus 301.
If circuit breaker CF should fail, service to bus 301 can be restored in the following manner.
Bus 301 would be deenergized with circuit breakers DF, BM and CM open due to backup
protective relaying operation which isolated the faulted breaker. Visual inspection of
relaying operation indicators would be made along with visual breaker inspection. If it is
determined that a breaker failure caused the backup protective relaying to operate,
permission would be obtained from the Central System Supervisor to restore service.
The defective circuit breaker CF would be isolated by opening the two sets of manual
disconnects associated with circuit breaker CF. This is done at the control pedestal located at
the base of the disconnects. Once the disconnects have been opened and tagged for safety
purposes, circuit breaker DF and/or BM may be closed to energize bus 301, restoring service
to system service transformer 65. The circuit breaker operations required to complete such
an alignment is controlled by ITC Holdings. The time required to complete such an
operation could vary from a minimum of 1 hr to a maximum of 8 hr.
Similarly, if circuit breaker DF should fail, bus 301 would be deenergized with circuit
breakers DM, BM and CF open due to backup protective relaying operation which isolated
the faulted breaker. Circuit breaker CM would be opened due to loss of the main machine on
loss of system service transformer 65. The defective circuit breaker DF would be isolated by
opening the manual disconnects associated with circuit breaker DF. Once the disconnects
have been opened, the circuit breaker BM can be closed to energize bus 301, restoring
service to system service transformer 65. Alternatively, circuit breakers CF and CM can be
closed to energize bus 301, restoring service to system service transformer 65, after opening
the intermediate switchyard motor-operated disconnect switches to disconnect the main unit
transformers from the circuit breakers CF and CM. The time required to complete such an
operation could vary from a minimum of 1 hr to a maximum of 8 hr.
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Similarly, if circuit breaker BM should fail, bus 301 would be deenergized with circuit
breakers DF, BT and CF open due to backup protective relaying operation which isolated the
faulted breaker. Circuit breaker CM would be opened due to loss of the main machine on
loss of system service transformer 65. The defective circuit breaker BM would be isolated
by opening the manual disconnects associated with circuit breaker BM. Once the
disconnects have been opened, the circuit breaker DF can be closed to energize bus 301,
restoring service to system service transformer 65. Alternatively, circuit breakers CF and
CM can be closed to energize bus 301, restoring service to system service transformer 65,
after opening the intermediate switchyard motor-operated disconnect switches to disconnect
the main unit transformers from the circuit breakers CF and CM. The time required to
complete such an operation could vary from a minimum of 1 hr to a maximum of 8 hr.
The 120-kV switchyard, located at Fermi l about 1/4 mile from Fermi 2, is arranged as a
radial-fed double bus as shown in Figure 8.3-1. The switchyard is arranged in such a way
that any line fault will not interfere with the ability to energize transformer 1 and, therefore,
Division I power. The only circumstance that could result in a sustained loss of power to
transformer 1 is a fault affecting the 120-kV switchyard bus 101. In this case, offsite power
would be available from the 345-kV switchyard to Division II, which meets minimum safetyfeature power requirements. Failure of circuit breakers GH or GD to interrupt a fault will
cause a loss of bus 101. However, the power to Division I can be restored by one of two
alternatives: the defective breaker can be isolated by use of disconnect switches and the bus
reenergized or the source to Division I can be transferred to transformer CTG-11 secondary,
thus feeding from 120-kV switchyard bus 102 (Figure 8.3-1).
The l20-kV switchyard was originally built to service the Fermi 1 liquid metal fast breeder
reactor which has been permanently shut down. Four 18.8-MW gas turbine peaking units are
installed near Fermi l on the Fermi site. Peaking units are of GE heavy-duty industrial
design, rated at 18.8 MVA each.
These units may be started individually from the local panels in the combustion turbine
generator control rooms. They may also be started from the Fermi 2 control room by a
supervisory control system.
The peaker units are located approximately 200 ft south of the 120-kV switchyard, and are
enclosed in a separate, fenced-in area. Electrically, there are two units to a peaker bus (buses
1-2A and 3-4A). These buses in turn are connected to the CTG-11 transformer via direct,
buried, 25-kV insulated XLPE cables. These units operate at 13.8 kV, but the cables to the
CTG-11 transformer were replaced with more conservatively rated 25-kV cables to improve
the overall reliability of the CTG-11 transformer and the peaking unit block. However, any
one of them has sufficient capacity to supply all plant ESF loads connected to Division I
buses. One of the gas turbine peaking units is diesel-cranked and can be started without
offsite power. The output of this generator can be used to start the other three.
8.2.1.3 Offsite Power Supply to the Plant from the Switchyards
There are five transformers supplying offsite power to Fermi 2. Two of the transformers,
SS66 and SS68, provide power to the circulating water pump house and the general service
water pump house, respectively, and both are located near their respective pump houses. The
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third transformer, SS69, provides power to both the circulating water pump house and the
general service water pump house. See Subsection 8.3.1.1.1.
The other two transformers, SS64 and SS65, are located on the west side of the turbine
building. Transformer SS65 is a three winding 345/4.16/4.16-kV, 28/15/13 MVA (OA) oil,
37.3/20/17.3 MVA (FA) forced air cooled, outdoor transformer. One secondary winding
supplies power to the recirculation pump motor-generator sets. The other winding supplies
approximately half of the balance-of-plant (BOP) loads and all of the Division II Class 1E
loads. Transformer SS65 is connected to bus 301 of the 345-kV switchyard via overhead
lines.
Transformer SS64 is a 13.2/4.16-kV, 15/20-MVA, OA/FA outdoor transformer. It supplies
Division I Class 1E power requirements and BOP loads. It receives its power from the 13.2kV bus 11 via a buried bus duct. Bus 11 in turn receives its power from transformer 1, a
nominal 120/13.2-kV, 24/32-MVA, oil-cooled outdoor transformer. Transformer SS64 is
equipped with a +/- 15 percent automatic acting Load Tap Changer and a fixed tap setting of
-5 percent which maintains adequate Division 1 voltages with 120 kV voltage variations
between +10 percent and -20 percent which envelopes the +5 percent to -6.7 percent range as
described in Section 8.2.2.5.1. Without action from the Load Tap Changer, the Division 1
voltages would not remain adequate for the entire range of 120 kV voltages as specified in
Section 8.2.2.5.1. The Load Tap Changer has a 20 second delay before movement and is set
to maintain 121.8 V ac +/1 V ac. After the 20 second time delay the Load Tap Changer is
capable of moving one tap approximately every two seconds resulting in a voltage change of
approximately 0.9375 percent for each movement. Transformer 1 is located within the 120kV switchyard and is connected to bus 101 of that switchyard. An alternate feed has been
supplied to transformer SS64 from bus 1-2B. Bus 1-2B in turn receives power via an
overhead enclosed bus duct from transformer CTG-11, a 120-kV to 13.8-kV, three winding,
60/68-MVA, oil-filled transformer. This transformer also serves as the step-up transformer
for the four gas turbine peaking units located near Fermi 1. Transformer CTG-11 is located
within the 120-kV switchyard and is connected to bus 102 of that switchyard.
CTG 11-1 is utilized as the alternate ac source for a Station Blackout event and to support
response by the Dedicated Shutdown Panel to an Appendix R fire. An alternate CTG started
with the standby diesel generator can also be utilized as an alternate source of this ac power.
The feeders from transformers SS64 and SS65 are run into the plant in completely separated
systems to preserve the independence of the two offsite supplies. Transformer SS64 is run in
underground ducts and in nonsegregated cable bus. Transformer SS65 is run in
nonsegregated cable bus only.
8.2.1.4 Design Capabilities for Periodic Inspection and Testing
The protective equipment on the 345-kV offsite power system is in itself redundant. Each of
the two 345 kV lines have two identical and independent relay schemes utilizing fiber optic
communications. There are two independent fiber communication paths between Fermi 2 and
Brownstown Station, which serve each relay. The redundant relay schemes for each line
operate from separate ac current and potential sources and the dc control is fed from separate
batteries. The control for each line relay scheme operates separate redundant trip coils at
each breaker. Breaker failure protection is provided as part of the backup (B) line relaying
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and provides input to (A) and (B) relaying schemes as available, to provide tripping of
adjacent breakers and transfer trip for remote breakers.
The use of two relaying schemes with the redundant batteries and trip coils, along with
current shorting switches and potential throwover switches, allows for the inservice
shutdown of any one relay and control scheme for testing while maintaining one relaying
scheme in service. The use of the double breaker-double bus scheme allows for the
shutdown of one breaker without shutdown of the line itself. The breaker may then be tested
with the relaying schemes as desired.
The 345-kV bus 301 has two protective bus differential relaying schemes, either one of
which may be shut down for testing while maintaining the other in service. All control
operations except actual tripping of the breakers can be done while maintaining bus 301 in
service. Associated breaker operations may be completed one at a time to maintain service to
the bus.
The 120-kV offsite system allows for periodic testing in the following manner. In addition to
the combustion turbine generators, the 120-kV switchyard, which ultimately supplies
Division I ESF buses, has three sources of power, composed of three 120-kV lines. Any of
the lines may be shut down for complete periodic testing and still maintain two sources of
power to the switchyard.
The design of the Edison system and the excellent reliability and percentage of correct
operations are a result of this design and the effort to give maximum service and reliability.
This design is in full conformance with General Design Criterion 18.
8.2.1.5 Conclusions
It is concluded that the design and configuration of the offsite power system conform to the
requirements of IEEE 308-1971, Regulatory Guide 1.32, except for Parts 1d, 1e, and 2b, and
General Design Criteria 17 and 18 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. These sections required
compliance with Regulatory Guides 1.75 and 1.93. For discussions of those guides, see the
applicable sections of Appendix A of this UFSAR.
8.2.2

Analysis

8.2.2.1 Loss of Fermi 2
Analysis of the Edison grid and surrounding systems was conducted, assuming the sudden
loss of Fermi 2 during a period of maximum system demand and heavy power import.
System stability is generally more critical during periods of heavy power import. A study
was conducted using a digital computer program that models the Edison power system and
those systems with which it has strong interconnections. The model treats large generators in
both the Edison system and surrounding systems as discrete entities.
The analysis of the Edison offsite power grid stability, assuming a sudden trip of Fermi 2,
indicates that the grid is stable.
The studies also indicate that the grid is capable of supplying the necessary offsite power if
Fermi 2 is lost. This conclusion is based on the following analysis of the studies:
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a.

There is no evidence of cascading resulting from either high circuit loadings or
depressed network voltages, because:
1.

Transient and steady-state postfault network voltages are at or near
prefault conditions

2.

Transient and steady-state postfault network line flows are within
emergency ratings.

b.

Based on generator rotor angle changes, no machines tend toward instability

c.

Transient and steady-state postfault Fermi auxiliary supply voltages are near
prefault conditions.

A series of studies that consider a large Edison import have been made to examine the
consequence of a system fault combined with a circuit breaker failure. This study assumed
that:
a.

The system modeled was that planned by Edison for early 1979 assuming
Fermi 2 operational

b.

System load was at the peak expected value for that period

c.

Edison was importing 1300 MW of power, approximately 15 percent of net
demand and roughly half of the system's net import capability

d.

One 800-MW unit at the Monroe plant, the large fossil station nearest the Fermi
site, was not operating

e.

Only the Fermi 2 generator was in service at the Fermi plant

f.

The postulated contingency was a three-phase fault on the Fermi-Brownstown
345-kV #3 circuit adjacent to Fermi 2

g.

In addition, a circuit breaker failure at the Fermi 345-kV switchyard was
assumed, which actuates backup relaying, resulting in disconnection of Fermi 2
from the grid.

The stability evaluation consisted of a prefault load flow, a transient stability study of the
fault and immediate postfault system conditions, and a postfault steady-state load flow
simulating system conditions after transients have subsided.
The prefault load flow study, which provided the initial conditions for the transient and the
posttransient studies, included a detailed representation of the Edison, Consumers Power,
Ontario Hydro, and Toledo Edison systems. Other interconnected systems were represented
either to a lesser degree, or by an equivalent of the system.
The transient stability study showed the first 2 sec after the contingency occurs. The
contingency considered involves a three-phase fault adjacent to the Fermi 345-kV bus on the
Fermi-Brownstown #3 circuit and subsequently, backup protection operates in 12 cycles to
isolate the faulty circuit breakers BM and BT at the Fermi station. Simulation of generators
of 500 MW or greater capacity, which are electrically close to the Fermi plant, included
transient saliency and excitation response.
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The postfault load flow portrayed system conditions after transients have subsided and prior
to automatic tieline and frequency control actuation to recover the Edison generation loss.
During this period, the loss of generation is assumed offset by discrete load and generation
changes that result from the drop in system frequency.
The transient stability and postfault load flow studies indicated that both the grids at 345 kV
and 120 kV are stable and that Edison and its interconnected systems are capable of
supplying the necessary offsite power. This conclusion was reached since there was no
evidence of cascading, which could have resulted from either high circuit loadings or
depressed network voltages. Steady-state postfault network voltages were at or near prefault
conditions, and steady-state postfault network line flows were within emergency ratings.
There was no apparent reaction of network protective relaying to transient network line
currents and voltages. System transient studies are periodically updated, as system loads and
configurations change, to verify that Edison's stability criteria are being met.
8.2.2.2 Outages of Transmission Lines Into Fermi
To demonstrate the reliability of the lines supplying the Fermi site, a historical study of
unscheduled line outages on the existing 120-kV system was made. The following outages
are an actual record of the outages of the 120-kV lines and buses at the Fermi plant. These
interruptions are of the unscheduled variety and were recorded anytime the through current
was interrupted. A number of these interruptions were of a momentary nature; that is, the
current was automatically restored within seconds.
Unscheduled Outagesa
Lines, 120 kV into Fermi Plant

Line

Length
(Miles)

Interruptions
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Average/Year

FermiCusterb

9.5

2

2

2

3

2

1

2.16

FermiLuzonc

21.5

0

0

0

2

1

2

0.83

FermiBrownstownd

16.1

2

0

1

4

3

3

1.66

a

For additional, more current information on outages, see Table 8.2-1

b

Line renamed in 1995 to Fermi-Shoal and Shoal-Custer lines. Length increased to 13.9 miles.

c

Line renamed in late 2003 to Fermi-Radka and Radka-Luzon. Length increased to 21.9 miles.

d

Line re-named in 1989 to Fermi-Swan Creek and Swan Creek-Brownstown lines and renamed in 1996 to Fermi-Swan Creek, Swan Creek-Berlin and
Berlin-Brownstown lines.

Buses, 120 kV at Fermi
Bus
101

1968
0

1969
0

1970
0

1971
1

1972
0

1973
0

Interruptions
Average/Year
0.166

102

0

0

0

1

0

1e

0.33
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e

This outage was due to a gas turbine peaking unit cable failure, which directly affects the 120-kV system. These cables have been replaced with extrainsulated cables (25 kV) to increase reliability.

A similar historical analysis of the actual 345-kV system was not possible since the lines are
relatively new into Fermi 2. Past outages in this region most often have been the result of
lightning strikes; however, outages due to gunshots, train derailments, galloping conductors,
equipment failure, and unknown causes have also occurred. The average occurrence rate for
thunderstorms is 35 per year. Circuit failures causing outages for 5 minutes or longer have
occurred at a frequency of 1.0 per 100 circuit-miles per year. Failures causing outages for
less than 5 minutes have occurred at a rate of 4.0 per 100 circuit-miles per year.
To achieve a base for viewing reliability of the 345-kV system, transmission performance
data published by ECAR and MAIN reliability regions were used to yield estimated circuit
unavailabilities for both the 345-kV and 120-kV transmission systems. This outage rate
includes both scheduled and unscheduled outages.
Out-of-plant transmission availability can be measured by circuit outage rates and restoration
time following an outage. The data are statistical in nature and are, therefore, subject to the
number of circuit miles and geographical area for which historical performance data were
available to compile the outage rate. Data for 120-kV circuits should be fairly representative
because of the considerable number of circuit miles and years for which operating records are
available. The data base available for evaluation of 345-kV circuit outage rates is not
extensive, and is, therefore, more subject to change. The outage rate and restoration time
data in Table 8.2-2 are for this reason based on a mixture of judgment and operating
experience.
The stability studies in Subsection 8.2.2.1 lead to the conclusion that the two systems are
electrically independent.
Another area of possible susceptibility to common failure is transmission line crossovers.
The two Fermi-Brownstown 345-kV circuits are on separate tower lines. The north circuit
out of Fermi is not involved in any crossover. The crossovers that exist are
a.

Fermi to Brownstown #3, south 345-kV circuit crosses over the Fermi-Shoal,
Fermi-Luzon, Fermi-Swan Creek 120-kV circuits (three 120-kV Fermi circuits)
near Fermi power plant at Toll Road and again when 345-kV circuit turns north
at Highway I-75 at Mentel Road

b.

Monroe to Brownstown 345-kV (2) circuits cross over

c.

d.

l.

Fermi to Brownstown #3 north of Post Road at I-75

2.

Three 120-kV Fermi circuits at I-75.

Monroe to Wayne and Monroe to Coventry circuits cross over
1.

Fermi-Shoal 120-kV circuits near I-75

2.

Fermi-Radka 120-kV circuit near War Road.

Majestic to Monroe-Allen Junction tap and the Majestic to Lemoyne circuits
near Covell Road cross over the Fermi to Radka 120-kV circuit
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Based on the above, the most critical failure would be the collapse of the Fermi-Brownstown
345-kV south circuit out of Fermi as it passes over the 120-kV circuits as described in a.
above. Although this could cause the loss of all 120-kV circuits, the Fermi-Brownstown
345-kV north circuit out of Fermi would remain in service.
Based on this information, it is concluded that even in the case of a major earthquake,
tornado, or similar cataclysmic event, the simultaneous loss of all offsite power transmission
is improbable. However, should a complete loss of offsite power occur, the ESF buses will be
supplied from the standby emergency diesel generators (EDGs).
8.2.2.3 Switchyard Outages
The primary defense against a total loss of offsite power is the complete independence of the
two switchyards. The 345-kV and 120-kV switchyards are physically separated by more
than a quarter of a mile and have no electrical interties. Therefore, other than a major natural
disaster, such as a tornado or an earthquake of unexpected magnitude, no single event could
precipitate the simultaneous loss of both switchyards.
The 345-kV switchyard double breaker-double bus design maximizes circuit, unit, and
system service transformer availability by allowing terminal equipment maintenance without
a complete shutdown of the associated circuit, unit, or system service transformer. On
occurrence of a line fault, the provided protective relay schemes will:
a.

Open the affected breaker

b.

Initiate the breaker failure scheme.

In case the breaker called on to open fails to function or interrupt the fault within a
predetermined time, the breaker failure scheme will:
a.

Initiate transfer trip to open the breakers at the remote terminal of the line

b.

Open all local breakers necessary to isolate the fault and defective breaker.

With the exception of a breaker failure-scheme operation resulting in tripping of all bus 301
breakers, no 345-kV line fault will cause the interruption of power transformer SS65.
Any defective breaker in the switchyard can be isolated with disconnect switches and power
restored. The only failures that could cause a sustained outage of power to transformer SS65
are
a.

A fault on bus 301 or associated equipment

b.

A fault on either transformer SS65, or its feeder on the secondary side, detected
by the transformer phase and neutral overcurrent relays

c.

A sudden pressure rise in the transformer oil.

As shown in Figure 8.3-1, the 120-kV switchyard is arranged with two buses tied together by
a normally closed circuit breaker. On occurrence of a l20-kV line fault, the provided firstline or backup relay schemes will open the affected breaker to isolate the faulted line without
interrupting power to transformer SS64. The only failures that could cause a sustained
interruption of power to transformer SS64 are
a.

When fed from bus 11 (normal feed)
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b.

1.

A fault on bus 101 or its associated equipment

2.

A failure of transformer 1 and its associated bus 11

3.

A failure of transformer 2 and its associated feeder

4.

A failure of transformer SS64, its associated feeder cable, or primary
breaker

5.

A fault on 120-kV bus 102 with a breaker failure of section breaker GH.

When fed from transformer CTG-11 (alternate feed)
1.

A fault on bus 102 or its associated equipment

2.

A failure of transformer CTG-11 and its associated buses

3.

A fault on 13.8-kV transformer SS62 and its associated buses (Fermi 1
equipment)

4.

A failure of transformer SS64 or its primary breaker

5.

A fault on the 120-kV bus 101 with a breaker failure of section breaker
GH.

If an event should occur causing loss of power through transformer 1 and bus 11, transformer
SS64 can be immediately restored by closing the feed from transformer CTG-11 via bus 12B. The controls for these breakers are on panel H11-P809 in the Fermi 2 control room.
8.2.2.4 Conclusions
Since the feeder to transformer SS64 is run in underground bus ducts and the feeder to
transformer SS65 is run overhead, it is evident that no single occurrence except a major
earthquake would cause the simultaneous loss of the feeders to both transformers.
It is concluded that the offsite power system is in conformance with General Design Criterion
17 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, and complies with the applicable sections of IEEE 308-1971
and Regulatory Guide 1.32, except for Parts 1d, 1e, and 2b. These sections required
compliance with Regulatory Guides 1.75 and 1.93. For discussions of those guides, see
Subsections A.1.75 and A.1.93.
8.2.2.5 Operation With Degraded Grid
8.2.2.5.1 Analysis
Based on the 1991 Edison grid configuration, generation capability, and predicted load,
electrical equipment operating requirement limits were identified for Fermi 2 offsite power
sources. These limits ensure satisfactory operability of all electrical equipment during all
modes of plant operation, and are listed in the Nuclear Plant Operating Agreement (NPOA)
for the Fermi 2 Nuclear Power Plant. The NPOA contains the detailed operating
requirements for Fermi 2. The NPOA Transmission System Operating Criteria section
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contains nominal offsite source voltages, minimum continuous voltage, maximum
continuous voltage, minimum frequency and maximum frequency.
These figures are based on results of load flow and stability analyses that calculated the grid
response to contingencies designed to be the worst possible and to limitations for operating
requirements of Fermi 2 auxiliaries and safety-related equipment.
At the conditions defined above, the voltage limits during continuous operation were
calculated for all safety-related buses.
At the voltages specified, all safety-related loads are capable of performing their safety
functions. Further load flow and stability analyses were run for a simulated loss of Fermi 2
or a loss of the largest grid load while operating at the limits identified previously.
The Ludington pumped storage plant constitutes the largest single grid load that could be lost
at once. Based on the analysis for either situation, the following conclusions were evident:
a.

Grid system stability is maintained

b.

System frequency fluctuations that occur are insignificant

c.

Voltage fluctuations are short lived and, allowing for normal grid voltage
operating adjustment, do not exceed the limits previously stated.

No grid operating restrictions for spinning reserve, either real or reactive, within a designated
distance from the plant site are required to maintain the offsite power sources within the
limits specified.
In the course of the various voltage analyses, all previous transformer tap settings were
verified. For the loads fed from the 120-kV system, the voltage regulation setpoint for the
+20, -10 percent load tap changer of SS64 transformer was determined. Voltage regulation
setpoints were also verified for the 480-V bus ±10 percent induction regulators fed from the
345-kV system via transformer SS65. Operational setpoints were chosen to optimize voltage
levels for all modes of plant operation and to ensure that all electrical equipment can function
as required when called on.
8.2.2.5.2 Identification of Degraded Grid Condition
Each of the Fermi 2 offsite sources is monitored by indicating voltmeters. In addition to the
offsite source voltmeters, a low voltage alarm sensor and an indicating voltmeter are
provided for monitoring the Division I 4160-V buses 64B, 64C, 11EA, and 12EB, since they
are all at a common bus voltage. Another indicating voltmeter and a low voltage alarm
sensor are provided for monitoring the Division II buses 65E, 65F, 13EC, and 14ED. In both
cases, the low voltage alarm sensor will initiate alarms in the control room through the
annunciator if the voltage on the buses drops below normal. The alarms will actuate at
approximately 4.08 kV for the 120-kV source and 4.09 kV for the 345-kV source. These
alarms would consist of both audio and visual indication to attract operator attention.
Supplementing the indicating voltmeters are recording voltmeters for each of the reactor
building safety-related 4160-V buses. These could be used also to evaluate voltage at the
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corresponding bus in the residual heat removal complex since the voltage is essentially the
same.
Safety-related 480-V buses use one indicating voltmeter per division. The voltmeter may be
switched to read the desired bus voltage. Similarly, one 480-V bus within a division may be
placed on a recording voltmeter as required. Since continued plant operation is directly
dependent on the offsite source voltage, only those voltages would be alarmed.
8.2.2.5.3 Response To Degraded Grid Condition
Under certain unlikely operating conditions, the 120-kV bus voltage could drop below the
limit specified in Subsection 8.2.2.5.1. For both the 345-kV and the 120-kV systems, two
methods exist to maintain the proper voltage at the safety-related buses.
On receipt of the ESF bus voltage alarm but before the voltage has fallen below the minimum
specified in Subsection 8.2.2.5.1, the plant operator, in conjunction with the System
Supervisor, will take corrective action to prevent the grid voltage from decaying further.
These actions may include, but are not limited to, initiation of the offsite peaking units or
offsite switching.
Should the voltage continue to decay, undervoltage relays offer further protection. Two
levels of undervoltage protection exist at the 4160-V safety-related buses. The primary
undervoltage relays detect complete loss of offsite power and will be set below the allowable
motor-starting transient with a brief time delay. The second level of undervoltage protection
will prevent the voltage at the safety-related buses from slipping below the minimums
defined in Subsection 8.2.2.5.1. A moderate time delay provides immunity to grid and
starting transients. A more conservative, time delay duration is applied for a degraded grid
condition concurrent with a LOCA. Specific features of the second level of undervoltage
protection are described below:
a.

The undervoltage relays are set in accordance with design calculations to
preclude damage to Class 1E equipment. A time-delay setting was chosen to
avoid the operation of the relay for motor-starting conditions. The relays are
qualified to Class 1E requirements and located in, and connected to, the Class
1E switchgear and fed from bus potential transformers that are also qualified to
Class 1E requirements

b.

Alarm relaying has been provided to alert the operators that a low-voltage
condition exists. The setpoint of the alarm relay is above that of the degraded
grid trip setting. This was done to give the operators advanced indication of
system degradation. It also eliminates any possibility that setpoint drift would
permit the trip function to be actuated ahead of an alarm. It does not in any
way affect the time delay of the degraded grid relaying

c.

The time delay for the actuation of the degraded grid undervoltage relay has
been selected to be as short as possible, without encountering spurious trips
from motor starting

d.

A second, shorter time delay exists for the actuation of the degraded grid
undervoltage relay with a concurrent LOCA. This second time delay was
established to support Branch Technical Position (BTP) PSB1 Position B.1.b.1
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e.

The degraded grid voltage protection system at Fermi 2 meets all applicable
requirements of IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," as outlined in Branch Technical Position
(BTP) PSB1

f.

If offsite power is lost, the emergency diesel generators would start, and, when
synchronous speed is achieved, the automatic sequencer would begin to add
loads as required. If a safety injection actuation signal is received, the
sequencer would automatically shed all loads from the emergency diesel
generators. The sequencer would then begin adding ESF equipment as needed
to mitigate the consequences of the accident. The degraded grid relaying is not
designed to operate during sequencer operation. The diesel generator bus loadshedding feature is automatically bypassed once the diesel generator is
supplying power to the bus. This is required so that the voltage drops
encountered during load sequencing on the diesel generators will not interact
with the load-shedding feature and negate the load sequencing

g.

The Class 1E buses have been analyzed for all anticipated operating situations.
Section 8.3 provides a description of the Class 1E distribution system

h.

Measurements have been made during the preoperational test program to verify
the Class 1E bus analysis techniques.

An independent scheme is provided for each division of emergency power. Within a
division, both types of undervoltage relays can automatically trip the offsite feeder breaker
and initiate load shedding. Upon start of the EDG and the subsequent EDG breaker closure,
the diesels would be loaded by the automatic load sequencer.
Limiting conditions for operation, surveillance requirements, and trip setpoints are included
in the Technical Specifications.
8.2.2.5.4 Periodic Verification of Grid Adequacy
To ensure that grid configuration changes do not adversely affect the present analyses,
Edison constantly reviews the transmission grid system stability and voltage levels. On a
yearly basis, an official company 5-year load and generation forecast is made. Based on
these forecasts, base grid systems for a 5-year period are established. These base grid
systems are tested via computer simulations to meet voltage and stability criteria. From the
results of these tests, any grid configuration modification or operating restrictions required to
maintain required grid operation are initiated. Verification of voltmeter accuracy and alarm
setpoints for the low voltage alarm sensor will be made periodically, either at unit shutdown
or at least once every 3 years.
In addition, during preoperational testing, the plant auxiliary system response was
determined from actual measurements and these results were compared to the computersimulated results to confirm the adequacy of the computer program.
In June 1986, degraded grid voltage adequacy was reverified by design calculations. As a
result of this analysis, the Division I settings were increased and the Technical Specifications
revised.
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TABLE 8.2-1 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION ON UNSCHEDULED OUTAGES
Bus

Length
(miles)

Year
1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Interruptions
(average/yr)

1-Lightning

-0-

1-Lightning

2-Lightning

2-Unknown

1.60

1-Wind

1-Unknown

120-kV lines:
Brownstown-Berlin

16.10

Berlin-Swan Creek
Swan Creek-Fermic
Custer-Shoal

9.5

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

24.05

3-Wind

2-Wind

-0-

-0-

-0-

1.00

7.54

-0-

-0-

1-Lightning

-0-

1-Equipment breakdown

0.40

Shoal-Fermid
Fermi-Radka
(includes Seville Tap)b
Radka-Luzone
Kentucky-Luzonb

113 min. out
(TRF 1-Kentucky)
Kentucky-Pioneerb

16.74

-0-

-0-

2-Wind

1-Lightning

-0-

0.60

Pioneer-Superiorb

6.93

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

1-Contamination

0.20

Brownstown-Fermi 2
(in 9/16/82)

15.43

--

--

--

--

-0-

--

Brownstown-Fermi 3
(in 10/18/82)

16.18

--

--

--

--

-0-

--

101 (120 kV)

--

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

102 (120 kV)

--

-0-

-0-

1-Equipment failure

-0-

-0-

0.20

345-kV lines:

120 kV:

148 minutes
Fermi 2:
301 (345 kV)

--

--

--

--

--

-0-

--

302 (345 kV)

--

--

--

--

--

-0-

--

a

All momentary interruptions on lines unless otherwise indicated.

b

These four lines are in series (one on one), and an interruption of any one of them would remove the Radka source to Fermi.

c

Fermi-Brownstown line revised to Brownstown-Swan Creek and Swan Creek-Fermi lines in 1989 and revised to Brownstown-Berlin, Berlin-Swan Creek
and Swan Creek-Fermi lines in 1996.

d

Custer-Fermi line revised to Custer-Shoal and Shoal-Fermi lines in 1995. Length increased to 13.9 miles.

e Fermi-Luzon line revised to Fermi-Radka-Luzon in late 2003. Length increased to 24.69 miles.
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TABLE 8.2-2 TRANSMISSION CIRCUIT OUTAGE RATES AND RESTORATION TIMES
Designation

Circuit Length
(miles)

Average Circuit
Outage Rate (outages
per circuit per year)

Average Outage
Duration
(hr per outage)

Circuit
Unavailability
(year/year)

345-kV Transmission
Fermi-Brownstown 2

15.4

5.8a

12

7.9 x 10-3

Fermi-Brownstown 3

16.2

5.9a

12

8.1 x 10-3

120-kV Transmission
Fermi-Swan Creek

16.3

3.6

b

12

4.9 x 10-3

13.9

3.5b

12

4.8 x 10-3

21.9

3.7b

12

5.1 x 10-3

Swan Creek-Berlin
Berlin-Brownstown
Fermi-Shoal
Shoal-Custer
Fermi-Radka
Radka-Luzon

a

Based on MAIN and ECAR data, there can be 5.6 scheduled outages per line (circuit) per year plus 1.6 forced outages per 100 circuit
miles per year.

b

3.2 scheduled outages per line (circuit) per year plus 2.2 forced outages per 100 circuit miles per year.

Note: The above forced outage rates do not include momentary interruptions where the circuit is automatically restored within
seconds.
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8.3

ONSITE POWER SYSTEMS

8.3.1

AC Power Systems

8.3.1.1

Description

Figure 8.3-1 shows the auxiliary ac power systems for Fermi 2. The offsite or preferred
power for the ac power systems is supplied from the 120-kV and 345-kV transmission
system through stepdown transformers. Alternate power for the engineered safety feature
(ESF) systems is available through tie breakers that can tie the ESF bus to the opposite
system transformer, for maintenance only. The main and tie breakers are interlocked in such
a way that in no case can the two offsite power sources be tied together. Transfer to and
from a maintenance tie source without interruption is possible, but the emergency diesel
generator (EDG) of that particular bus must be used to make the transfer. This is
accomplished by paralleling the EDG with the source, removing the source, paralleling with
the alternate source, and then securing the EDG. Standby or onsite power originates at the
EDGs housed in a physically separate Category I structure near the reactor building, known
as the residual heat removal (RHR) complex.
Also available is CTG 11-1 or an alternate CTG 11-2, 11-3, or 11-4 which can be aligned to
the 120-kV switchyard to act as the alternate ac source for a Station Blackout event and as a
power source for the Dedicated Shutdown Panel.
The ac auxiliary power system as used in the plant has the following voltage levels:
a.

4160 V for loads above approximately 300 KVA

b.

480/277 V for loads below approximately 300 KVA.

8.3.1.1.1

Power Supply Feeders

Power supply feeders are of proven electrical, physical, and thermal qualities. They are sized
to carry the load currents, with conductor temperatures remaining within the limits
established by IPCEA and IEEE to obtain full expected cable life. The feeders are connected
to their respective buses through air circuit breakers which are specified and constructed
according to the applicable standards of ANSI, NEMA, and IEEE. These 4160-V circuit
breakers are capable of an interruption capacity of 350 MVA. The 480-V breakers are of the
following ratings:
Breaker Type
K600S
K1600S
K3000S

Symmetrical Interrupting Rating
Instantaneous amps
30,000
50,000
65,000

Delay amps
22,0001
50,000
65,000

K600S test value
The test values contained within Edison file C7-128 have resulted in the symmetrical interrupt current value
for the K600S breaker to be above the nameplate rating of 22,000 ampres. The tested interrupt value
increases the capacity of the K600S breaker to 25,600 ampres.

1
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The calculated phase short circuit current for all feeders is always below the interrupting
capacity of the breakers.
The preferred power for Division II is supplied from the system service transformer SS65 to
the 4.16-kV buses through a nonsegregated cable bus system. A separate feeder bus section
services each of the two 4.16-kV windings of transformer SS65. One feeder bus services
switchgear bus 65G, which feeds only the two reactor recirculation pump motor-generator set
drives. The other feeder bus is routed independently to Division II ESF buses 65F and 65E
in the reactor building and balance-of-plant (BOP) buses 65D and 65W in the radwaste
building, as shown in Figure 8.3-1.
Preferred power for Division I ESF buses is supplied from transformer SS64, through a
feeder bus consisting in part of underground cable and ducts and nonsegregated cable bus
coming off the 4.16-kV winding. In addition to Division I ESF buses 64B and 64C in the
reactor building, BOP bus 64A and 64V in the radwaste building is also served by this feed.
A third feeder bus serves BOP loads in the circulating water pump house from transformer
SS66. A fourth feeder bus supplies loads located in the general service water pump house,
and is fed from transformer SS68.
A fifth feeder from the 345-kV transmission system via transformer SS69 provides an
alternate feed to the BOP loads in the general service water pump house and the circulating
water pump house. Transformer SS69 is fed from 345-kV bus 302. The feeds to the
circulating water pump house BOP loads are split between transformers SS66 and SS69, with
manual transfer of the feeds to the buses from the main control room. The feed to the general
service water pump house BOP loads are split between transformers SS68 and SS69, with
manual transfer of the feeds to the buses from the main control room (refer to Figure 8.3-1).
Bus feeders to and from the system service transformers are not classified Class 1E as
defined by IEEE 308-1971. However, those feeder buses that service Class 1E switchgear
buses are separate and independent of each other, so that any failure on one bus cannot affect
the other.
The four feeders from the four EDG buses are contained in Class 1E underground concrete
ducts. This onsite power supply is used as the standby supply to the ESF system buses in the
event of the loss of offsite power.
8.3.1.1.2

Busing Arrangements

Switchgear buses are arranged and located to maintain electrical and physical independence
between divisions of the safety systems. Separate switchgear rooms ensure the physical
independence of safety divisions.
The two redundant ESF divisions include four 4.16-kV buses each. Two buses of each
division are located in the RHR complex, and two are located in the auxiliary building
(Figures 8.3-2 through 8.3-6). These buses service all 4.l6-kV safety loads, as well as
provide a power bus source for lower voltage subdivisions at 480-V ac (Figures 8.3-5 and
8.3-6) and l20-V ac for ESF equipment (Figure 8.3-7). Except as noted below, the two
divisions have no interconnections.
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Within a division, ac loads are divided into two groups, each supplied by the common system
service transformer. A diesel generator is assigned to power each group, when required. The
EDGs are connected to a dedicated bus in the RHR complex rather than directly to the ESF
buses in the reactor building, so that the cabling is minimized. The ESF bus located in the
RHR complex, the cable between the equivalent 4160-V ac bus in the reactor building, and
the feeder breaker are included in a total differential protection scheme, avoiding the
problems associated with the use of an overcurrent scheme on a feeder where full load
currents are different when the feed direction reverses.
Several BOP loads in the reactor building are serviced by the safety buses. In case of a loss
of offsite power, a load- shedding scheme initiates tripping of all breakers on 4160 V and 480
V, except 4160/480-V transformers and ESF-motor control center feeders. After the onsite
power source (EDG) reaches normal voltage and frequency, sequential loading follows, in
compliance with IEEE 308-1971. Once the diesel generator is supplying power to the bus,
the bus load-shedding feature is automatically bypassed.
Figure 8.3-1 shows the overall bus arrangement. A functional logic diagram (Figure 8.3-8)
describes the various conditions of operation. A description of the operation of the system is
given in Subsection 8.3.1.1.14.
8.3.1.1.3

Loads Supplied From Engineered Safety Feature Buses

Loads supplied from ESF buses of each division are comprised of that equipment pertinent to
the division and selected BOP loads. The one-line diagram of the ESF buses is shown in
Figures 8.3-1 through 8.3-6. A tabulation of the overall ESF loads by system is listed in
Table 8.3-2.
Motors are sized so that they have adequate torque to start with the pump discharge open,
accelerate within the time allowed by the plant design, and run with maximum pump load.
Torque calculations include assumed voltage dips to approximately 75 percent of the motor's
rated terminal voltage.
When running at rated speed and maximum load, the motors have adequate torque to prevent
stalling during voltage dips to 70 percent caused by starting other large motors on the same
power source.
In general, the motor horsepower rating determines the voltage and the source of the motor
feed as follows.
a.

1/2 to 49 hp at 480 V, from a 480-V motor control center (MCC)

b.

50 to 249 hp at 480 V, from 480-V bus switchgear

c.

250 and larger hp at 4160 V, from 4160-V bus switchgear.

Voltage regulation for the buses and equipment fed from the 120-kV system is provided by
the +20, -10 percent load tap-changing facilities on the secondary windings of transformers
SS64, SS66, and SS68.
Voltage regulation is provided for the 480-V buses fed from the 345-kV system through
transformer SS65, because transformer SS65 has a fixed ratio and the 345-kV system voltage
can vary up to 5 percent. Voltage regulation is provided for the BOP buses at bus 65L at
4160 V. Bus 65L voltage is regulated by a +5 percent, oil-filled, 300-kVA regulator. The
8.3-3
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480-V ESF buses (buses 72 EC, ED, E, and F) are regulated by 480-V +5 percent dry-type
induction regulators that are part of the 480-V switchgear-unit substations.
8.3.1.1.4

Engineered Safety Feature Bus Interconnections

A manual bus tie connects the Division I buses to the alternate division transformer SS65,
and a manual tie connects the Division II buses to the alternate division transformer SS64.
The tie is made through two breakers, one at each end of the bus tie with both breakers
normally open and racked out.
If power were not available to an ESF bus through its normal offsite source or through its
emergency onsite source, it could be manually energized through the alternate offsite power
source, for maintenance use only. The affected breakers are interlocked so that the two
divisional transformers SS64 and SS65 cannot be operated in parallel on a common load.
Nevertheless, this tie can be used as an alternate source for either one of the ESF buses
through manual operation.
There is one area where loads can be powered from either redundant system by automatic
throwover. This area involves MCC 72 CF, serving certain RHR valves, operation of which
is necessary to the operation of the RHR system in the postaccident core cooling mode. This
MCC has feeds from both divisions. Division I is the normal feed with an automatic
throwover to the Division II feeder. Each feeder has a breaker and contactor at the source
and a contactor at the MCC.
According to Regulatory Guide 1.6, Paragraph 4.C, no automatic load transfers are to be
performed between redundant divisions. However, in the AEC Safety Analysis of Brunswick
FSAR, Section 8.3, Docket No. 50-324, a throwover for certain RHR-related loads was
accepted.
However, due to the special nature of the above auto transfer, all feeds to and from the MCC
are run in conduit to maintain divisional integrity. This automatic throwover is provided
with positive interlocks, breakers, and series contactors to satisfy the "no single failure"
criterion.
Division I 480-V breaker 72C-3C is the normally closed feeder breaker. Division II 480-V
breaker 72F-5C is the normally open standby breaker. The contactors will either close or
open automatically as a result of the operated status of the associated breaker. This solution
provides an open break on both ends of the standby feeder to prevent having both sides or
contacts of the standby circuit breaker energized from the two redundant divisions.
The 120-V ac control buses and instrument buses have no direct ties between redundant
safety divisions. The buses of each division are energized through three 480/120/120-V ac,
single- phase transformers with an automatic throwover switch between the 480-V buses of
the same division (Figure 8.3-7).
Engineered safety feature inductive loads such as relays and solenoids are connected to the
"inductive load" buses, and signal devices such as transmitters and electronic systems are
connected to the "instrument" buses.
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8.3.1.1.5

Redundant Bus Separation

The 4160-V switchgear, 480-V switchgear, MCCs, and other load centers of one safety
system are physically and electrically separated from the load centers of the other safety
system. Separate and independent switchgear rooms are provided for each division. The
Division I switchgear is located generally to the south of the reactor centerline on the second
floor, and the Division II switchgear is located in the same location on the third floor.
Battery rooms are located on the third floor and separated by a 12-in. concrete wall.
The MCCs, distribution panels, and other load centers, except as described previously, are
not necessarily located in a specific room. They are separated from similar safety equipment
of the opposite division by a horizontal distance of 20 ft or more. If this distance cannot be
achieved, a 6-in.-thick reinforced- concrete wall is placed between the redundant buses.
8.3.1.1.6

Equipment Capacities

The ac power system has its related equipment provided with adequate capacity to meet its
intended function under all design conditions. All Class 1E 4.l6-kV switchgear is rated at
350 MVA to ensure proper operation and circuit interruption under the most adverse fault
current conditions. Auxiliary load transformers and EDGs have been sized for the worst-case
conditions of auxiliary or shutdown loading. Cables are properly sized in accordance with
the latest IPCEA requirements.
8.3.1.1.7

Automatic Loading and Load Shedding of Buses

Should a loss of offsite power occur on any ESF bus, this bus is stripped of loads by a double
load-shedding scheme, as indicated on the functional logic diagram (Figure 8.3-8).
Automatic load shedding of the buses begins and the associated EDG receives a start signal
and accelerates to rated voltage and frequency. The EDG breaker closes and loads are
sequenced on. These loads are specified in Table 8.3-3. Conditions imposed after an
automatic loading interval may warrant further manual loading for an extended shutdown.
These loads are shown in Table 8.3-4.
A LOCA without loss of offsite power will start the diesels without closing the EDG breaker.
The EDGs will idle and remain in standby until manually stopped.
Although there are no mechanical limitations on running the diesel generator at full-speed
no-load conditions, running in an unloaded condition can result in an accumulation of
unburned oil residue in the engine exhaust system. If load is suddenly applied, it could result
in a "stack fire." Therefore, the manufacturer has recommended that the engine be loaded
with 50 to 75 percent of rated continuous load for 1 hr after any 8-hr period of unloaded
operation.
If diesels are operating in an unloaded condition, normal operating procedures ensure that the
engine is loaded after extended periods of no-load operation. In the event of an emergency
start from a LOCA without a loss of offsite power, such a procedure would be used for
running the diesels. Because there are four diesels, the first diesel would be loaded after four
(4) hours and run for an hour, after which the next diesel would be loaded. This method
would be applicable during initial recovery. A keylock switch to defeat the LOCA start
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signal is provided to permit the diesels to be shutdown and placed in standby for a possible
long term recovery period without a loss of offsite power.
After a postulated design-basis LOCA, the water level is maintained at two-thirds core height
by the core spray pumps. This level is below Level 1, or the LOCA initiating level. Also,
containment pressure could remain above the LOCA initiating signal level for extended
periods until the temperature is reduced. Thus, either LOCA signal could be present for
weeks after an accident. With the keylock switch and administrative control, the EDG would
still be operable for automatic startup on an undervoltage signal, but an extended period of
light-load operation would be avoided.
Should the LOCA occur with or during a loss of offsite power, the buses are first stripped of
all loads, except for selected feeds for motor-operated valves, and isolated from the offsite
power sources before the loading time sequence begins (Table 8.3-5). Loads that are
automatically initiated appear in Table 8.3-3. Conditions imposed after an automatic loading
interval may warrant further manual loading for an extended shutdown. These loads are
listed in Table 8.3-4. The EDG automatic load sequencing system consists, with the
exception of the input and output electromechanical relays, of solid-state components. These
automatically initiate the closing of selected circuit breakers or contactors in MCCs.
The automatic load sequencing system consists of two redundant, physically separated, and
electrically isolated subsystems, one for each of the two divisions.
Each subsystem functions independently and is associated with the sensors and safety
equipment of a particular division. Each EDG has its own automatic load sequencing
equipment to load the generator in its own independent time interval. Contained in the
control cabinet are an input signal conditioning module, initiation logic, a system clock,
counter-decoder and delay logic, output drive, and relay modules.
Devices to provide reset control and test capability and indicators to monitor the system
status are provided.
The logic and operating components in this system are manufactured using industrial and
military-approved quality materials, discrete components (resistors and capacitors), solidstate semiconductors, and integrated circuits. The equipment is rated Class 1E. Printed
circuit (PC) cards are flame retardant and are also keyed to prevent insertion of an incorrect
card in the PC card file. Digital integrated circuits used on the PC cards are high-threshold
logic.
The automatic load sequencing equipment system is designed to function continuously at
ambient temperatures and under humidity conditions much more severe than can be expected
in the Fermi 2 control area.
On receiving a signal indicating an emergency situation, the system will commence
operation. It will delay output for a preselected time period to permit the shedding of the
affected bus load and, if required, for the EDG to start and the EDG breaker to close.
After this delay, the automatic load sequencing equipment will generate an output, in the
predetermined time and sequence, to initiate bus loading as per Table 8.3-5.
The automatic load sequencing equipment is periodically tested to ensure availability and
correct functioning of this system.
8.3-6
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8.3.1.1.8

Standby AC Power System

8.3.1.1.8.1 Description
The standby ac power system for Fermi 2 consists of four diesel- generator units. These
units are Colt Industries, Fairbanks-Morse, 38TD8-1/8, 12-cylinder, opposed piston,
3967-hp, 900-rpm diesels, each driving a 4160-V ac, 3250-kW salient pole generator, using a
solid-state excitation system and fast-response electrohydraulic governors. The total unit is
rated at 2850 kW continuous. The basic unit has a long history of successful use in
commercial and marine application and as a standby power source for nuclear power plants.
At the time it was purchased it was the largest unit with proven reliability available for this
service. Of the units for which bids were received, the model selected showed the best
performance in starting the 2000-hp RHR pumps required for postaccident service at
Fermi 2.
Each EDG is started automatically on loss of voltage to its respective bus, on low reactor
water level, or on high drywell pressure.
The units are capable of being started or stopped (for non-emergency starts) manually from
local control stations near the engines as well as from the main control room. For testing
purposes, units are started manually, brought to speed, synchronized to the power plant
system, and loaded. Normally, voltage is regulated automatically with capability to adjust
the set point both locally and in the main control room. Manual speed control is also
provided locally and in the main control room. Each unit is capable of operating in parallel
with the power plant electrical system.
If offsite power is lost during parallel operation with the electrical system, the diesel breaker
will be opened automatically via underfrequency relaying. It was determined that this would
be the quickest method of tripping the EDG while it was trying to maintain the system loads.
The operation of the underfrequency relaying will open the EDG breaker only, and is
interlocked to operate only when the EDG is in parallel operation with the offsite system.
The opening of the EDG breaker causes an undervoltage condition on the affected bus. The
EDG breaker will reclose automatically as soon as all designated loads are removed from the
bus.
On occurrence of a LOCA and on receipt of an automatic signal from the power plant relays,
each unit automatically "faststarts," comes to rated voltage and synchronous speed, and is
capable of operating as an isolated source to start the loads sequentially. Table 8.3-5 shows
the loading sequence. If a loss of system power has occurred, the EDG is automatically
connected to the bus. If bus voltage is normal, the EDG stands by at synchronous speed and
rated voltage.
The EDGs are capable of being started or of being restarted from a hot shutdown condition
without outside auxiliary service, except the 130-V dc control source from divisional
batteries. They reach rated voltage and synchronous speed (unloaded) within 10 sec after
initiation of a starting signal.
The individual rating of each EDG is
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a.

Continuous

2850 kW

b.

Short time (2 hr) 3135 kW

c.

2000 hr

3100 kW

d.

300 hr

3250 kW

e.

30 minute

3500 kW

Inlet and exhaust system pressure drops are considered for determining these ratings. Losses
attributable to continuously driven electrical auxiliaries are deducted from the gross output of
the EDGs, except for the EDG service water pump. Each generator is designed to operate as
an isolated source or, for testing purposes, in parallel with a 4160-V, three-phase, three-wire,
60-Hz, resistor-grounded, 350-MVA electrical system. The system also operates with a high
impedance ground system, isolated from the offsite system.
The generators are air-cooled, 80 percent power factor, 4l60 V, 60 Hz, Class F insulated,
with a rating of 4063 kVA at a temperature rise not exceeding ANSI Standard MG-I (1972)
at ambient temperature of 140°F. The EDG rooms of the RHR complex are designed for
122°F ambient. The generator stator coils are vacuum-pressure impregnated to provide
resistance to moisture and contaminants.
The generators and excitation systems are designed so that, for the sequential starting of the
motors, bus voltage shall not dip below an acceptable limit determined by test or systems
analysis. Two different programs were used to perform the system analysis. The programs
used are by Colt and Detroit Edison. Both of these analyses produced results very close to the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.9. The preoperational test results show that EDG
performance is very close to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (see Table 8.3-8).
Voltage recovery time is held to the minimum possible after starting the first motor. The
starting of subsequent motors does not reduce the bus voltage or frequency below the limits
set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.9.
The only exception to Regulatory Guide 1.9 is the voltage dip when starting the RHR pumps
(see Table 8.3-8 for comparison of Edison and Colt program calculated values and
preoperational tests results as compared to Regulatory Guide 1.9, "Critical Requirements").
The voltage values and acceleration times were verified during preoperational testing. The
results of the pre-operational test indicate that the initial voltage dip when starting of the
RHR motor is acceptable and meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.9 section C.4 with
clarifications as listed in UFSAR Appendix A. Regulatory Guide 1.9 section C.4 allows
voltage levels below 75 percent when test results validate that a single large load will start
and operate correctly prior to sequencing on the remaining load.
During preoperational testing, each diesel generator was started and loaded in the desired
sequence, thus verifying their capabilities. In addition, the motor and pump torque curves
were reviewed to ensure that the motor torque curve did not dip below the pump torque
curve.
The EDGs are housed in reinforced-concrete, Category I structures. Each unit is completely
enclosed in its own concrete cell and is isolated from the other units.
The units are connected to their respective 4.16-kV switchgear and control equipment by
cables in underground ducts. There are two sets of Category I ductbanks between the RHR
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complex and the Reactor/Auxiliary building, with a Division I and Division II ductbank in
each set. These cable duct runs meet necessary seismic design and Class 1E criteria, as
explained in the following paragraphs. In each case, the buried cable ducts between the RHR
complex and the Reactor/Auxiliary building provide adequate cable separation to maintain
independence of redundant circuits.
The first set of ductbanks was installed during plant construction. The physical separation of
the two redundant, below-grade circuits is 30 ft at the point the cable ducts leave the
southeast corner of the reactor building. The ducts make a sweeping bend with a minimum
separation of 20 ft between them. After the bend, the ducts parallel the reactor building in a
westerly direction with 24 ft separation. This separation is constant until the ducts pass under
the rail car air lock where the separation widens until the ducts enter (still below grade) the
RHR complex.
Because of the separation provided, the redundant cables will not be subject to a common
mode failure from a tornado missile, or a redundant division cable causing failure in the
surviving divisional cable. (See Section 3.5 for a discussion of missile protection.)
Each circuit is separately housed in a cast-in-place rectangular shaped reinforced-concrete
duct. The duct is then covered by placing successive layers of compacted-rock fill up to the
finished site grade of 583.0 ft. The duct runs vary in elevation from 573.0 ft minimum to
580.0 ft maximum. Since maximum groundwater elevation is 576.0 ft, the cables are not
specifically designed for continuous underwater service. For low voltage power, control and
instrumentation cables, there is no long term mechanism for water related insulation
degradation due to lack of voltage stressor or a credible common mode failure mechanism.
Therefore, low voltage cables perform their design functions while their external surface
remains continuously wetted due to surrounding water. 4160-V essential power circuits are
not routed within these ductbanks.
The minimum elevation for cable termination in either the RHR complex or reactor building
is 588.7 ft, which is above the site probable stillwater elevation of 586.9 ft.
The cable duct runs are designed to meet Category I requirements.
The physical separation of the redundant cable duct run provides adequate protection against
all of the defined missiles since any single missile could fall within the zone of influence of
only one cable at a time. The defined tornado missiles, i.e., the 4-in. by 12-in. by 12-ft-long
plank or the 4000-lb passenger automobile, cannot physically impact the zone around both
cable duct runs at the same time. Additional protection is provided as the entire cable duct
run is buried beneath a layer of compacted rock that varies in depth from 3 ft 0 in. to 10 ft 0
in., placed in layers up to the final site grade elevation.
The second set of ductbanks and associated manholes is installed above the maximum
ground water elevation of 576.0 ft with ducts sloped to the manholes, such that circuits
contained are not subject to continuous wetting. 4160-V essential power circuits are routed
within these ductbanks. These are also cast-in-place, rectangular reinforced concrete
ductbanks, but are located with the ductbank top approximately six inches below the surface
and manhole covers at grade level. The ductbanks rise above grade at the entrance to the
RHR complex and the Reactor/Auxiliary building. The Division I and Division II ductbanks
are separated by approximately 25 feet at the Auxiliary building entrance. The separation
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narrows to approximately 10’-6” at the closest point as they make a sweeping turn and
widens to approximately 20 feet at the entrance to manholes 16946A and 16947A. The
ductbank separation again narrows to approximately 7’-8” at a top elevation of
approximately 580’-6” (three feet below grade) and runs underneath the ISFSI Transfer Pad
to manholes 16946B and 16947B. The ductbanks exit manholes 16946B and 16947B with a
separation of approximately 15 feet that increases to a separation of greater than 20 feet after
approximately 30 feet from the manholes. The separation increases to approximately 115
feet during the run from manholes 16946 B and 16947B to manholes 16946C and 16947C,
located near the RHR building. Ductbank separation for the ductbank run between manholes
16946C and 16947C and the RHR building cable vaults is greater than 80 feet.
The 4160-V RHR cable vaults and the manholes and ductbanks between these cable vaults
and the Reactor/Auxiliary building cable vaults are designed as tornado missile barriers per
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.76 Revision 1. Because of the tornado missile
barrier design, the redundant cables will not be subject to a common mode failure from a
tornado missile and, due to separation provided, a redundant division cable will not cause a
failure in the surviving divisional cable. (See Sections 3.5, 3.12.3.2.3, and 9A.4.7.7 for a
discussion of tornado missiles, separation, and fire protection, respectively.)
8.3.1.1.8.2 Location
Each diesel generator and its associated excitation system and switchgear are located within
separate rooms in the RHR complex. The separating walls between units meet the same
requirements as does the exterior of the building. The RHR complex structure serves to
contain, protect, house, and support the equipment of the EDG system and protect it from the
outdoor environment. In addition, the building is designed to the following requirements:
a.

Each EDG is located in a separate compartment, with its own separate fuel-oil
day tank and storage tank housed in a separate room

b.

The EDGs are at Elevation 590 ft (New York Mean Tide, 1935), about 7 ft
above the grade level of 583 ft. The associated switchgear and controls are
located in separate rooms above the EDGs. The exciter-voltage regulator panel
for each EDG is located in the EDG room

c.

The building is protected against flood damage to Elevation 590 ft (New York
Mean Tide, 1935)

d.

The RHR complex structure is designed so that a turbine missile will not result
in the failure of more than one system division

e.

The total wind load pressures include positive and negative pressures, gust
factor, and shape factor

f.

The building is designed for a maximum roof live load of 70 lb/ft2

g.

Sufficient openings are provided in the structure for the combustion air inlet
and exhaust piping and for the interior ventilation air

h.

The generator end of the EDG is located to permit access to and removal of the
generator
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i.

The EDG system is designed to be operable during and after a design-basis
tornado that has the following characteristics:

NOTE:

Effects of items i1., i2., and i5. are to be considered as acting
simultaneously.

1.

External wind forces resulting from the tornado funnel, which have a
horizontal peripheral velocity of 300 mph and a transient horizontal
velocity of 60 mph

2.

Differential pressure between inside and outside of fully enclosed areas 3 lb/in.2

3.

The ability to generate a missile equivalent to a 4-in. by 12-in. by 12-ftlong wood plank traveling end-on at 225 mph or a passenger auto (4000
lb) flying through the air at 50 mph and at not more than 25 ft above
ground with a contact area of 20 ft2

4.

For torsional design the structures were considered engulfed in a tornado
of a diameter equal to the diagonal dimension of the complex. Positive
and negative pressures were applied to each wall proportional to the
normal component of the tangential wind velocity

5.

All building structures housing equipment necessary for safe shutdown
are designed to withstand a tornado-induced depressurization rate of l
lb/in.2/sec for 3 sec. The Category I 4160-V RHR cable vaults and the
manholes and ductbanks between these cable vaults and the
Reactor/Auxiliary building cable vaults are designed to withstand a
tornado-induced depressurization rate of 0.5 lb/in.2/sec for 2.4 seconds, in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.76 Revision 1 (March 2007). (See
section 3.3.2.1 for a discussion of tornado protection.)

j.

The complex is a Category I structure

k.

It is impossible to recirculate the diesel generator exhaust to the diesel
generator combustion air intake except under extremely adverse meteorological
conditions. The diesel generator exhaust is 25 ft higher than and 50 ft
horizontally away from the ventilation and combustion air intakes for the RHR
building. Only a small fraction of the exhaust could recirculate to these intakes
under extremely adverse conditions. Each ventilation and air intake is
approximately 89,000 cfm, of which about 14,000 cfm (16 percent) is
combustion air for the diesel generators. The small amount of exhaust that
could be recirculated would be thoroughly mixed in the combustion and
ventilation air intake system. Therefore, the amount of combustion products in
the combustion air intake would be a fraction of the fraction of recirculated
exhaust. Recirculation of exhaust products has been used to reduce NOX
emissions, and tests have been performed in which there was no deleterious
effect on engine capacity and performance for exhaust recirculation over 12
percent. There is no possibility that the diesel generator exhaust could dilute
even nearly this much. Therefore, there is no possibility that the diesel
generator could not develop full rated power due to exhaust recirculation
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l.

Abnormal climatic conditions such as heavy rain, freezing rain, dust storms,
ice, and snow will not affect the diesel combustion air intake or exhaust
The diesel engine combustion air inlet filter is located inside the RHR complex
structure. Combustion air is 14,000 cfm of the 89,000 cfm total (combustion
plus ventilation) admitted through a louvered wall opening and a missile shield.
Abnormal climatic conditions will not affect the diesel engine combustion air
intake
The diesel engine exhaust silencer is located on the roof of the RHR complex
and is surrounded by a missile shield enclosure. The exhaust silencer is
provided with an open drain to relieve any condensate that may collect through
the exhaust pipe

m.

All of the critical electrical equipment required for operation of the EDGs,
including switchgear, MCCs, and diesel generator control panels, is located
within that diesel generator's separate heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system. These independent HVAC systems for each EDG use filtered
outside air and maintain the rooms at positive pressure to preclude the
infiltration of unfiltered outside air. The HVAC inlet takes air from the upper
level of the RHR building at an elevation of 617 ft, while the grade level of the
building is 583 ft. The diesel air combustion system, including the inlet and
exhaust, is completely separate from the HVAC systems. These features
protect the electrical equipment from dust particles
In addition, the diesel generators and the starting systems of associated
electrical equipment are inspected and tested periodically to ensure the
availability of the diesel generator on demand
The control cabinets are located in the switchgear room. The control voltage on
the diesel generators is 130 V dc; this voltage level reduces problems of dust on
contacts in the diesel generators control circuits.
All the above features provide protection to the electrical equipment from dust
particles.

8.3.1.1.8.3 Emergency Diesel Generator Rating and Sizing
The following general sizing parameters were applied to the EDG:
a.

Each unit shall be at rated voltage and frequency within 10 sec

b.

Each unit shall be sized to carry the full requirement of postaccident loads

c.

Each unit shall be capable of sequentially starting the large RHR pumps (2000hp motors for pumps A, B, and C and 2250-hp for pump D) and the 800-hp
core spray pump motors while maintaining a voltage and frequency as close as
possible to Regulatory Guide l.9 requirements and still maintain parameter a
(See Table 8.3-8.). The results of the pre-operational test indicate that the initial
voltage dip when starting of the RHR motor is acceptable and meets the intent
of Regulatory Guide 1.9, section C.4 with clarifications as listed in UFSAR
Appendix A. Regulatory Guide 1.9, section C.4 allows voltage levels below 75
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percent when test results validate that a single large load will start and operate
correctly prior to sequencing on the remaining load.
The Colt Industries Fairbanks-Morse units chosen were extensively tested to prove their
ability to achieve rated speed and voltage in less than 10 sec.
Before delivery, each engine was given a wear-in run during which operation was gradually
increased from idle speed, no load, to full speed and full-load. Between each step in the
wear-in run, the unit was shut down and inspected. The unit was then given a full-load test
run, with necessary temperature and pressure measurements to verify performance. After
completion of the test run, the unit was given a post-trial inspection. After post-trial
reassembly, a final check run was conducted. The generators were given tests in accordance
with ASA-C-50. Further testing of the EDGs to start rapidly, accept load, and provide proper
voltage response (using actual or simulated Fermi 2 emergency loads) was performed during
the preoperational testing program, as described in Subsection 8.3.1.2.2.2.
Colt Industries has demonstrated the ability of the 38TD8-1/8 engine to withstand repeated
starts and load pickups (see Reference 1). The engine successfully started, loaded, stopped,
cooled down, and repeated the cycle l00 times without adjustment, failure, or excessive
engine wear. Further discussion of this test is found in IEEE Conference Paper 69 CP 177PWR (Reference 2).
Fifteen large-size Colt units had been qualified and were providing standby service at seven
operating nuclear plants, as shown in Table 8.3-9. Included in this list is the Duane Arnold
Energy Center. The Colt Industries EDGs at this plant have a continuous rating of 2850 kW,
the same rating as Fermi 2.
Branch Technical Position EICSB 2 states that the diesel generator reliability qualification is
needed for (1) larger capacity machines than previously used, or (2) nonstandard diesel
generator arrangements. Since the Fermi 2 Colt EDGs have been qualified previously, since
a previous nuclear standby unit of the same size is considered qualified, and since the
Fermi 2 onsite power system is a standard design in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.6,
the Fermi 2 EDGs are in full compliance with the reliability qualification requirements of
Branch Technical Position EICSB 2.
A demonstration test program, developed and implemented by Edison, confirmed the
reliability of the EDGs. This program simulated the number of slow and fast starts that
would be expected of an EDG over an 18-month fuel cycle and run time that might be
needed to assure safe shutdown of the plant if EDG operation were required following a
LOCA. This translated into 20 prelubed slow starts and 10 prelubed fast starts, and included
a 7-day continuous run. After each start, the EDG was run under load for a minimum of 2 hr,
including 1 hr at a load of 2500- 2600 kW. After each run, the EDG upper crankshaft main
bearings were gap checked. The EDGs 11 and 13 were selected for the demonstration test
program on the basis of their operating and maintenance histories and because they are in
separate divisions. All aspects of the demonstration test were successfully completed on both
EDGs and therefore it was concluded that the Fermi 2 EDGs could reliably perform their
intended function.
The total loads on each diesel generator are shown in Tables 8.3-3 and 8.3-4. These tables
show load requirements for loss of offsite power and LOCA. For all conditions calculated,
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the loads are within the short-time rating of the diesel generator in compliance with
paragraph C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 2.
The ability to recover voltage and frequency over load increments was the most critical
parameter in the selection process for the EDG. The response of the units to the load
sequence shown in Table 8.3-5 was analyzed using simulations by Colt Industries and by
Edison. The results shown in Table 8.3-8 indicate compliance or near compliance with
Regulatory Guide 1.9. Both models, and the preoperational test results, yield roughly the
same results. The results of the pre-operational test indicate that the initial voltage dip when
starting of the RHR motor is acceptable and meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.9 section
C.4 with clarifications as listed in UFSAR Appendix A. Regulatory Guide 1.9 section C.4
allows voltage levels below 75 percent when test results validate that a single large load will
start and operate correctly prior to sequencing on the remaining load. The Edison program
does not analyze generator frequency transients. Table 8.3-8 also includes Coltec study and
test results for EDG loading response using a Woodward 2301A based governor control
system and Basler series boost exciter-voltage regulator.
8.3.1.1.8.4 Emergency Diesel-Generator Fuel System
For a detailed description of the EDG fuel system, refer to Subsection 9.5.4.
8.3.1.1.8.5 Emergency Diesel-Generator Cooling and Heating System
Each diesel unit has a self-contained, jacket-closed cooling water system that consists of an
engine-driven pump, a heat exchanger using the RHR service water (RHRSW) as the heat
sink, a l5-kW standby heater, and a standby coolant circulating pump. The standby heater
and pump maintain a constant water temperature to ensure uniformly fast starts.
Lube oil is maintained at a constant temperature by a 15-kW heater and a standby lube-oil
circulating pump to enable the machine to start reliably.
A separate service water pump and separate service water piping system are provided for
each diesel engine (Subsection 9.5.5).
8.3.1.1.8.6 Emergency Diesel-Generator Starting System
Two air-operated starting subsystems are furnished for each EDG. Each starting subsystem
is of the air- over-piston type supplied from one accumulator. Periodic tests verify the
operability of the air start system and its components.
Each starting subsystem includes a separate air header, accumulator, piping, and air start
distributor and can independently start the EDG. The fast start feature is ensured by utilizing
both starting air subsystems.
Two accumulators are furnished for each unit, and they have the capability to start the unit a
minimum of five times without recharging. Each accumulator is furnished with a shutoff
cock, pressure gage, drain valve, safety valve, check valve, and sensing element for lowpressure alarm.
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One 460-V ac, three-phase, motor-driven air compressor is furnished for each EDG. The
compressor recharges the accumulators to normal operating pressure; recharging, when
required, is automatic.
Redundant starting solenoid valves with continuous-duty coils are used. All solenoid valves
have manual bypass valves for use in case of failure of the solenoid valve.
8.3.1.1.8.7 Emergency Diesel-Generator Control System
Each EDG has a local control panel and annunciator, as well as control and annunciator
alarms in the main control room. The control functions provided are listed in Table 8.3-10.
The provided metering is given in Table 8.3-11.
Control power for each diesel comes from a highly reliable Class 1E battery. The two diesels
providing power for the safety system of Division I receive their control source from the two
130-V dc batteries of that division. The two diesels of the other divisions are supplied, in
like manner, by the Division II control batteries.
Table 8.3-12 lists the parameters annunciated at the local EDG control panel. Table 8.3-13
provides a list of the EDG parameters monitored in the main control room.
The diesel generator air intake and exhaust systems do not require the alarming of any
parameter except for the differential pressure across the intake filter. An indicator and switch
are installed to locally monitor the air intake filter and alarm in the main control room. The
combustion air intake and exhaust systems have no interlocks.
Controls and monitoring instrumentation critical to the continued operation of the EDG are
protected from engine vibration. The annunciator and other control equipment are mounted
on freestanding electric control panels. The engine gage boards are mounted in a cradle on
vibration isolation springs. The relays pertaining to operation of skid equipment that were in
a skid-mounted relay box have been moved to a wall-mounted panel.
8.3.1.1.8.8 Other Plants Utilizing Colt Emergency Diesel Generators
Table 8.3-9 lists other nuclear plants that use Colt Industries' EDGs of the same type as
Fermi 2 for their standby power source.
8.3.1.1.9

Class 1E Instrument 120-V AC Power Supply

The 120-V ac power supply provides power for both Class 1E instrumentation and control
and for certain ac control valves and solenoids. The system is shown in Figure 8.3-7 and the
loads are tabulated in Table 8.3-14.
There are two Class 1E 120-V ac nominal power supplies, one per division. Each supply is a
separate modular power supply unit rated at 45 kVA. A modular power unit consists of an
automatic transfer switch with appropriate sensing devices, three single-phase transformers,
and two line voltage regulators. Each modular power supply unit has two power sources at
480 V ac, each fed from a different MCC in the same division, which improves reliability.
Power is selected from one of the two feeds and will transfer to the other feed on an
undervoltage condition of 83 to 85 percent if maintained for 1 sec (nominal), provided that
the alternate source is above 90 percent rated voltage and frequency.
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The modular power supply unit has three distribution cabinets providing outputs, each 120 V
ac nominal, 15 kVA. One is for inductive loads such as solenoid valves and similar
applications where minor variations of voltage can be tolerated. Two outputs are 120 V ac
nominal, 15 kVA, regulated power for instrumentation loads, the regulated outputs of MPU 1
and MPU 2 are bounded by the electrical design calculations to ensure that the regulated
output voltage variations are within the tolerances for proper operation of the instrumentation
loads. During the period when the common offsite power for both divisional MCCs is lost,
these units will be powered by the respective division EDG within approximately 18 sec after
loss of power.
Important, but not safety-related, loads such as feedwater control and the Integrated Plant
Computer System (IPCS) are fed from a BOP uninterruptible power supply.
The instrument loads are such that they can tolerate a short power outage without
unacceptably degrading plant safety.
8.3.1.1.10 Reactor Protection System 120-V AC Power System
A separate power system is provided for the reactor protection system (RPS) and certain
other instrumentation, as described in Subsection 7.2.1.1.2.
The power feeds to the RPS 120-V ac power system are
a.

Motor-generator set A:

480-V MCC72B-4C pos 2C.

b.

Alternate A:

Distribution Cabinet 72C-2D pos 2 via a
480/120-V single-phase transformer feeding
a 120-V regulator.

c.

Motor-generator set B:

480-V MCC 72E-5B, pos 1C-R.

d.

Alternate B:

Distribution Cabinet 72F-4B, pos 2 via a
480/120-V single-phase transformer feeding a
120-V regulator.

The alternate RPS feeds serve primarily as maintenance ties. No automatic transfer occurs
between the normal and alternate sources because the loss of one motor-generator set will not
cause a scram.
8.3.1.1.11 Instrumentation and Control Systems
The instrumentation and control required for the ESFs listed in Tables 8.1-1 and 8.1-2 are
powered by the ac control and instrument buses shown in Figure 8.3-7, and by the dc buses
shown in Figure 8.3-9. These buses provide the same reliability for control and
instrumentation as is afforded by the equipment power supply. The instrumentation provides
the operator with complete information on plant conditions. He receives all the information
required to base a decision on adjusting loads or manually initiating loads, particularly when
shutting down the emergency power supply.
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Manual controls necessary for emergency equipment are all located in the main control room.
The EDGs and their accessories have local control and instrumentation, in addition to that
provided remotely in the main control room. On loss of offsite power and subsequent
transfer to the emergency power supply (diesel generator), the following information is
presented to the operator:
a.

Load on the EDGs as well as the remaining EDG capacity is displayed in the
main control room
A digital "EDG remaining loading capability" instrument is provided for each
EDG. With the EDG unloaded, this instrument will indicate the full rated
loading capability in kilowatts. As soon as load is applied (automatic or
manual), this digital instrument will display the remaining capability of the
EDG. This information enables the operator to take appropriate action to avoid
the remote possibility of the affected EDG becoming overloaded

b.

c.

Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) conditions are indicated as follows:
1.

High-pressure coolant injection - There is main control room indication
of pump discharge flow and pressure, and local indication of steam flow

2.

Core spray - There is main control room indication of pump discharge
flow and pressure plus current to the motors

3.

RHR - There is main control room indication of pump discharge flow and
pressure plus current to the motors

4.

Automatic depressurization system (ADS) - There is main control room
indication of valve position

5.

RHRSW - There is main control room indication of RHRSW flow and
discharge temperature from the heat exchanger and the current to the
pump motors.

Automatically initiated loads are connected as outlined in Table 8.3-3. They
are adjusted manually for the conditions listed in Table 8.3-4.

8.3.1.1.12 Circuit Protection
8.3.1.1.12.1 Grounding
The general plant ground mass is formed by ringing each structure of the plant with bare
copper cables and interconnecting the ground masses of the individual buildings. All
connections are made by the cadweld process.
Separate cadwelded risers are used for the following ground systems:
a.

Equipment ground system

b.

Main turbine generator ground system

c.

Instrument ground system.
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The equipment ground system consists of multiple bare copper conductors with taps on each
floor for equipment grounding. All motors, equipment cabinets, and ground buses are to be
connected directly to the risers. The cable tray system is intended to be electrically
continuous and is connected to the equipment ground risers.
Each tray or tray run is provided with a copper conductor connected to each section of tray
and to the ground mass. All instrument grounds and case grounds are normally connected to
the equipment ground. Local instruments are grounded using the equipment ground provided
by the cable tray system.
The turbine-generator ground system consists of a double ring of 1/4- by 4-in. copper ground
bars linked to the generator by two 500 MCM bare copper cables.
The instrument ground system is designed using an insulated cable connected directly to the
station ground mass. This ground system is designed to provide a low noise ground for the
computer system. One isolated riser is terminated on a ground bus bar in the relay room area
to accommodate unusual field grounding problems.
All stairs and piping systems are grounded.
The 4.16-kV system is normally connected to neutral ground via 4-ohm resistors at the
service transformers to limit ground fault current. When the vital system is fed from the
EDGs, this ground is removed and the 4.16-kV system is operated as a high impedance
ground system, with grounding accomplished through an impedance at the EDG neutral. The
EDG high resistance grounding system allows continued operation of the EDG in the
presence of a ground fault by limiting the ground fault current to a very low value, thus
permitting operation of both the EDG and 4.16 kV loads. This feature provides the
Operators with additional flexibility and enhanced equipment availability until an orderly
transfer or equipment shutdown can be accomplished. All other power systems are directly
grounded through the transformer neutrals..
8.3.1.1.12.2 Circuit Protection
The 4160-V bus feeder circuits have three phases of inverse time overcurrent plus inverse
time neutral (ground) fault relay protection. The inverse time ground overcurrent relays, for
the most part, monitor the neutral of the current transformers used for the phase overcurrent
relays. The protective relays are GE-type IAC. These relays meet the seismic qualifications
necessary for Class 1E equipment.
Motors, feeders, and other loads on the 4160-V buses have two phases of inverse time
overcurrent relaying plus instantaneous ground fault protection using the ground fault sensor
principle. The ground fault sensor is essentially a CT-like device that surrounds the three
load conductors and detects any imbalance that occurs. The relays used with the ground fault
sensors are GE-type PJC instantaneous overcurrent.
All protective relays are calibrated to provide the proper sequence of operation, which
ensures that selective tripping will occur. The feeder circuit phase relays are calibrated to
give at least 30 cycles of margin at the associated branch circuit relay calibration trip point.
The feeder neutral or ground relays are calibrated to provide a 0.4-sec margin above the
branch circuit neutral relay setting.
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Devices fed from 480-V ac switchgear have time overcurrent protection that is applied in
accordance with the latest industry standards. At Fermi 2 this protection is provided by
solid-state devices known as "Power Shield." These devices are supplied as an integral part
of the 480-V circuit breakers. The long time, short time, and instantaneous trip elements
perform essentially the same protective functions as provided by the electromechanical trip
devices, but with greater accuracy and repeatability due primarily to the absence of
mechanical moving parts. These devices, being solid state, easily meet the seismic
qualifications for the Class 1E equipment. Motor feeders are equipped with phaseinstantaneous and time-delay overcurrent relaying, with a neutral solid-state instantaneous
ground sensor device.
Each ESF bus located in the RHR complex, the feeder cable to the ESF bus in the reactor
building, and the feeder breaker are protected by an overall differential relay scheme. In
addition to the superior ability of a differential to detect bus faults, the use of such a scheme
avoids the problems associated with an overcurrent relay scheme on a feeder where full load
currents are different when the feed direction reverses.
When the EDGs are operating in parallel with offsite power, several protective relay
functions are used to protect both the generator and engine. These trips are listed in Table
8.3-12 for both the test condition and emergency condition.
Under conditions that cause pickup of the emergency start relays, all of the trip circuits are
blocked, with the exception of overspeed trip, generator differential, low lube-oil pressure,
crank-case overpressure, and start failure trip. The low lube-oil pressure and crankcase
overpressure trips are each connected in a two-out-of-three logic (one out of three causes an
alarm only). Although there is one start failure relay, once the engine is started, either the
low speed or running speed relays will inhibit initiation of the start failure relay.
There are two emergency start relays: either of these relays will initiate EDG starting as well
as bypass the unnecessary trips. All of the bypassed trip circuits still retain their alarm
function to alert the operator to an abnormal condition. Since the trip bypass is achieved
with the emergency start relays, the bypass circuitry is directly monitored by the annunciator
position "EDG - Auto Start." Surveillance tests on the emergency start relays will also test
the status and operability of the bypass circuits. The EDG logic is designed so that the
nonemergency trip relay is automatically reset by the emergency start signal.
(Nonemergency trips are those other than the emergency-mode trips described above.) This
feature prevents the inadvertent lockout of an EDG during standby by a false or real
nonemergency-mode trip.
Devices such as motors fed from MCCs are protected by fused disconnect switches and
thermal overloads. Non-motor-type loads are protected by circuit breakers. Overload
settings are 125 percent or greater of full load current for nonessential items and 140 percent
or greater of full load current for ESF loads.
At Fermi 2, the thermal overload devices on the ESF system motor-operated valves (MOVs)
were selected to allow at least four times the valve stroke time at full load current and at least
one time the valve stroke time at motor current associated with twice running torque. These
criteria were used because it is felt that operation of the valve motors when needed
supersedes any concern with degradation or failure of the motor due to excess heating.
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Additional protection against premature operation is afforded by the thermal overload
devices' being located at the MCCs and not at the motors themselves. All thermal overload
devices are temperature compensated.
Branch short-circuit protection is provided by dual-element fuses (fusetrons) sized to
override starting currents, yet maintain coordination with the thermal overload devices.
Preoperational testing ensured that thermal overload setpoints were calibrated properly. As
necessary, full load current measurements were made to verify adequacy of the thermal
overload device settings. Periodic tests will serve to ensure that the trip setpoints of the
thermal overload devices have not drifted below the allowable tolerance of 5 percent.
All circuits of the ESF buses are tripped on undervoltage, except feeds to the 4160/480-V
transformers and selected MCCs with small load requirements. This allows each bus to be
cleared when bringing up the EDG.
8.3.1.1.13 Maintenance and Testing
8.3.1.1.13.1 Auxiliary Electrical Power Systems
The 4160-V ac circuit breaker and associated equipment can be tested by jacking out the
breaker to the test position. (The testing of certain systems is not possible during operation.)
The breaker opening and closing circuits can be operated without energizing the circuit in
this test position. Test stations are provided for each ESF switchgear room, with the
exception of the EDGs, because of the small number of breakers.
The 480-V ac circuit breakers for motor circuits and associated equipment can be tested if
they are jacked to the test position. This allows breaker operation checks without energizing
the circuit.
Incidents involving the inadvertent disabling of a component by racking out the circuit
breaker of its redundant counterpart have occurred in nuclear power plants. At Fermi 2
several steps have been taken to preclude such an occurrence.
The 4160-V and 480-V switchgear (ESF and BOP) incorporate 52H auxiliary switches as
applicable as part of the design. These individual cell-mounted auxiliary switches are
actuated by the location of the circuit breaker. When the breaker is in either the test or
disconnected position, the 52H/a contacts are open and the 52H/b contacts are closed, and
vice versa when the breaker is fully racked in and connected. These contacts are wired to
bypass the breaker-operated auxiliary contacts, as necessary, when the circuit breakers are in
the disconnected or test position. Their specific purpose is to eliminate undesired signals and
avoid disabling other equipment due to testing or removal of a circuit breaker.
All systems were checked during design for the presence of disabling interlocks. If an
interlock had been inadvertently wired in even after design review was complete,
construction testing procedures should have detected this condition. The preoperational tests
served as the final test for the presence of disabling interlocks.
The 4160-V and 480-V breaker operating and protective relay tests were performed initially
by performing checkout and initial operating (CAIO) tests. These tests were performed after
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the construction phase and consisted of initial equipment energizing, calibration, and
functional testing of components.
Preoperational or acceptance tests and protective relay tests were performed before fuel load.
a.

Preoperational or acceptance tests were system operating tests, which verified
adequacy of individual components, instruments, interlocks, alarms, etc., to
function as a system

b.

Protective relay final verification and required retesting were also performed
because construction and CAIO testing could and sometimes did alter the
required final relay settings.

For CAIO and preoperational testing, instructions meeting the requirements of IEEE 3361971, IEEE 279-1971, and others as applicable were written to ensure the adequacy of tests
to be made on the electrical equipment.
The test package for a particular component included a test procedure, test forms, a check-off
list to ensure completion, and an overlay test sheet to indicate, among other things, test
equipment certification and approval by a responsible individual.
The test instructions described and indicated the purpose and scope of the tests, the
equipment to be tested, the specifications and drawings to be used, the test equipment
required, the precautions to be taken, and the prerequisites. Also included were the test
procedure itself and the method of handling deviations or variances.
The personnel who performed this testing were engineers or technicians from several
divisions of Edison who were qualified with respect to the concerned equipment, the test
equipment to be used, and the procedures and precautions to be followed.
Subsequent tests will be performed in accordance with the Preventive Maintenance Program
and surveillance program. Scheduled inspections of circuit breakers, contactors, and
associated equipment to ensure adequacy of installation, mechanical and electrical
clearances, cleanliness, and operability are conducted as specified in approved instructions
and the Preventive Maintenance Program.
8.3.1.1.13.2 Standby AC Power System
Because the EDGs are used as standby units, readiness is of prime importance. The testing
program is designed to test both the ability to start the system and the ability to run under
load long enough to demonstrate that cooling and lubrication are adequate and that auxiliary
system functions are satisfactory for an extended period of operation.
Each generator unit is capable of being synchronized manually for parallel operation with the
normal plant ac power buses for load test runs. To ensure availability of the systems, one
EDG at a time is routinely started and loaded in parallel with the offsite power systems.
Tests of the automatic EDG functions are conducted as required to demonstrate proper
operation. Details are contained in the Technical Specifications.
Plant operating procedures require application of approximately 30 percent load immediately
after synchronization, with subsequent testing performed at loads of 50 percent or greater.
To preclude formation of gum and varnish deposits in engine components, extended
operation at less than 25 percent load is not required.
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An initial system test was performed to demonstrate that the standby power supply can be
started and can accept design load within the design-basis time, and that the standby power
supply is independent of the offsite power supply.
The surveillance testing of the EDGs is scheduled in accordance with the Technical
Specifications.
Component failures of the EDGs are addressed in the plant preventive maintenance program
and are identified in the equipment performance evaluation analysis. Component failures are
analyzed with respect to frequency, application, design, and manufacturing defects.
Component failures are thereby corrected by problem analysis and engineering judgment.
Postmaintenance functional checks, before postmaintenance operability testing, of the
individual EDG subsystems and components are specified in the plant procedures. These
procedures verify the status of temporary modifications, that is, lifted leads or jumpers;
electrical power feeds and switch lineups; valve lineups; and support system operability. The
postmaintenance testing verifies the Technical Specifications operability requirements, and
the updating of the equipment status board ensures the placement of the EDG in the
automatic standby mode by the control room operator.
8.3.1.1.14 Operation of Breakers Associated With Bus 64B
In the following description, only ESF bus 64B will be considered. Breakers on buses 64C,
65E, and 65F operate in a similar manner. The description is typical of any of the vital load
groups shown in Figure 8.3-1. Various relays will be referenced by their standard device
function identification number as follows:
a.

51 - Time overcurrent relays

b.

N51 - Time overcurrent neutral relay

c.

87B - Bus differential relays

d.

27 - Under/voltage relays.

8.3.1.1.14.1 Feed to Bus 64B
Bus 64B normally receives power from transformer SS64 via breaker B6, but it can also
receive power from alternate sources, as discussed in Subsection 8.3.1.1.14.3.
8.3.1.1.14.2 Loss of Power to Bus 64B
In an emergency situation, such as loss of power to transformer SS64, EDG ll automatically
starts, and the affected buses are cleared of loads. After the EDG reaches rated voltage and
speed, EDG breaker EA3 will close automatically, and EDG ll will provide power to bus
64B, via breaker B8.
8.3.1.1.14.3 Maintenance Tie for Bus 64B
During maintenance operations, power can be supplied to bus 64B via breakers 65T and B9.
If it is desired to have uninterrupted power to bus 64B during maintenance, EDG ll must be
manually started and synchronized with bus 64B via breaker EA3. All of the load on 64B
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would be manually transferred to EDG-11, breaker B6 would be opened, breaker 65T would
be closed, and Division I would be paralleled with Division II via breaker B9. The load
would be manually transferred from EDG 11 to Division II, breaker EA3 would be opened
and EDG 11 shut down. The reverse of the above would be followed to return bus 64B from
a maintenance feed to its normal supply from transformer SS64.
8.3.1.1.14.4 Limitations on Use of Maintenance Tie
The design limitations on the use of the maintenance ties are as follows:
a.

When power is provided to Division I from Division II via maintenance tie
breaker 65T, the sum of the current through breakers 65T and C9 or B9 should
not exceed 1200 amp

b.

When power is provided to Division II from Division I via maintenance tie
breaker 64T, the sum of the current through breakers E9 or F9 and 64T should
not exceed 1200 amps.

8.3.1.1.14.5 Breaker Operation
For operation of breakers B9, B6, B8, EA5, 65T, EA3, and buses 64B and 11EA, refer to the
logic diagram in Figure 8.3-8.
8.3.1.2

Analysis

8.3.1.2.1

Auxiliary Electrical Power Systems

8.3.1.2.1.1 Safety Design Basis
The auxiliary electrical power system provides adequate power to operate all auxiliary loads
necessary for plant operation and safe shutdown of the reactor. The number of power
sources for the plant auxiliary electrical power system is sufficient, and of such electrical and
physical independence, that no single event would interrupt all auxiliary power at one time.
The ESF buses may be connected, by appropriate switching operations, to alternative sources
of offsite power for maintenance purposes only. In the event of a total loss of external power
sources, emergency auxiliary power is supplied from the plant EDG system located on the
site. The EDG system sources are physically independent of any normal offsite power
system. Each power source, up to the point of its connection to the auxiliary power bus, is
capable of complete and rapid electrical isolation to prevent paralleling of power sources.
Duplicate electrical loads are diversified among auxiliary power buses. Plant layout criteria
include the separation of switchgear sections, motor feeders, and similar equipment groups,
so that no single postulated accident causes total loss of power to critical loads.
The auxiliary electrical power system takes into account General Design Criteria 17 and 18,
and is designed accordingly.
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8.3.1.2.1.2 Safety Evaluation
Normal power for ESF buses is from the 345-kv and 120-kV transmission systems by means
of two system service transformers. One transformer is from the 345-kV station bus 301.
The other is from the 120-kV bus 101 via transformer 1. All 345-kV and 120-kV buses have
more than one offsite power source.
Redundancy of buses within the plant and the division of critical loads between buses yield a
system that has a high degree of reliability and integrity.
Segregation of buses and components limits or localizes the consequences of electrical faults
or mechanical accidents occurring at any point in the system.
All breakers and transformers are rated according to standard electrical industry practices and
applicable IEEE, NEMA, and ANSI standards.
8.3.1.2.2

Standby AC Power Supply System

8.3.1.2.2.1 Safety Design Basis
The design of the onsite standby ac power supply system is a one ESF bus/one-EDG
arrangement (two such arrangements per ESF division) with the redundant loads of each
division split among four buses. Each EDG is of sufficient capacity to carry the essential
loads of its respective bus. A single failure that could cause the loss of a division pair of
EDGs would not prevent safe reactor shutdown.
The EDGs start automatically and reach rated frequency and voltage within a maximum of
10 sec. They either automatically close into the bus and load, if offsite power is lost, or they
stand by at rated speed and voltage, if offsite power is still available. The EDG fuel-oil
storage tanks are of sufficient capacity to meet the EDG fuel requirements for at least 7 days.
The EDG fuel-oil storage tanks are located inside the RHR complex in separate enclosed
rooms. Refer to Subsection 9.5.4 for details. Two fuel pumps are provided for each EDG.
Either pump is adequate to maintain the proper level in the fuel day tank, thus providing 100
percent redundancy. The EDGs are equipped for manual periodic starting, synchronizing,
and loading to permit readiness testing without interrupting normal plant operation.
8.3.1.2.2.2 Compliance With Design Criteria
The design of the standby ac power supply system is based on the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.6 and IEEE 308-1971, and com-plies with General Design Criteria 17
and 18. The two redundant ac systems are completely independent except for the one swing
bus which has double safety interlocks to ensure against tying divisions together at the bus
(Subsection 8.3.1.4). The loads on this bus are the low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
system injection valves and recirculation pump suction and discharge valves.
The standby ac power supply system meets the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.9 except
for certain voltage and frequency requirements. Table 8.3-8 gives an analysis of large-motor
starting ability. The two motors considered were the RHR pump motors (2000-hp motors for
pumps A,B, and C and 2250-hp for pump D) and the 800-hp core spray pump motor.
Depending on the analysis used, the voltage dip when starting the RHR pump and the
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recovery time when starting the core spray pump exceed the stated limits. A detailed test
program has been conducted to ensure the adequacy of the EDG.
Field tests were performed to prove the Fermi 2 EDG capabilities for the following items:
a.

Rapid start

b.

Voltage response

c.

Load acceptance.

Quantities recorded during these tests included
a.

Generator voltage

b.

Generator current

c.

Generator kilowatts

d.

Field voltage and current

e.

Motor current

f.

Frequency

g.

Elapsed time

h.

Motor speed

i.

Motor-connected load (such as pump flow and pressure)

j.

Other quantities as necessary.

Detailed procedures for these tests were developed as part of the Startup (Preoperational)
Test Program, to meet the criteria established in Regulatory Guide 1.41.
8.3.1.2.2.3 Safety Evaluation
The primary bases for selecting EDGs are reliability and total independence. Normal sources
of power are extremely reliable, and the probability of coincident failures of all sources of
offsite power into the plant is very low. The EDGs are provided as onsite power sources to
provide backup to the offsite sources of power. It is imperative that the EDGs are not
influenced by the same environment that affects the offsite power sources. For these reasons,
the diesel generator units, which are selfsustained and require no offsite electrical power
sources for operation, were selected as standby auxiliary power sources.
The ability of the EDG to start rapidly on demand is consistent with the concept of
maintaining continuity of the ECCS under accident or emergency conditions. A continuous
source of auxiliary power for the plant is ensured by the facilities described previously. The
reliability demonstration tests are discussed in Subsection 8.3.1.1.8.3.
The following events occur in the order indicated for (a) a LOCA, or (b) a loss of offsite
power:
a.

The EDGs are started automatically. After reaching rated speed and voltage,
they are ready to be loaded. However, the breakers remain open
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b.

If there has also been a loss of offsite auxiliary power sources, all 4160-V and
480-V feeder breakers on the service buses are tripped open, except for the
4l60/480-V transformers and certain essential breakers for MCCs
At the same time the divisional EDGs are started, and after reaching rated
speed and voltage, the respective EDG breakers will close automatically

c.

When the voltage on an ESF bus is restored by the EDG, essential auxiliaries
are started automatically in a predetermined sequence. Manual operation from
the main control room is also available for all essential auxiliaries. The EDGs
can be stopped manually if offsite power is restored.

The control circuits are designed to provide the automatic features described. They allow the
reactor operator to take other appropriate action as circumstances require.
Monitoring of automatic functions is provided in the main control room, thereby permitting
the reactor operator to observe that proper conditions have been established.
All components of the EDG system are designed, constructed, and enclosed in accordance
with the performance objectives for Category I design. Similarly, the entire system as well
as the structures surrounding the system are protected against other natural and man-made
phenomena.
8.3.1.2.3

Class 1E Electrical Equipment in Hostile Environments

Safety-related equipment required to operate in hostile environments and its environmental
qualifications are given in Section 3.11. Section 3.11 defines the environmental conditions
for various areas of the plant. Tables 3.11-1 and 3.11-3 give the accident basis
environmental envelope. Table 3.11-4 lists the safety equipment and its operating
environment both inside and outside the primary containment.
8.3.1.2.4

Loss of Non-Class 1E Instrumentation and Control Power System Bus During
Power Operation

IE Bulletin 79-27 addresses a loss of an instrumentation bus, either safety related or not
safety related, that could affect the ability to attain cold-shutdown status.
Fermi 2 has redundant systems that can be used to attain a cold-shutdown status. These
systems are discussed in Chapter 6.
The instrument power supplies for the following engineered safety systems were reviewed
for IE Bulletin 79-27:
a.

High-pressure coolant injection (HPCI)

b.

Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)

c.

Automatic depressurization

d.

Core spray

e.

Residual heat removal (RHR)

f.

Reactor protection
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For the purposes of the review, a complete loss of the feedwater system was assumed.
The results of the review indicated that no modifications were required at Fermi 2 to ensure
the attainment of cold shutdown according to the concerns of IE Bulletin 79-27. This
conclusion is based on the following:
a.

Instrumentation associated with systems required for a cold shutdown is
powered from ac and/or dc sources
1.

The ac instrumentation is fed from 480-V MCC 72B-2A or 72C-3A
(Division I) and MCC 72F-2A or 72E-5A (Division II). Each of these
feeds a delta-connected transformer bank that, in turn, feeds three
instrumentation and control buses. Each of these buses is separately
fused, and each bus has only seven loads, all of which are separately
fused. Figure 8.3-7 shows this configuration. Each feeder powers a
distribution cabinet, and circuits from each distribution cabinet are
individually fused. These circuits feed individual instrument loops,
which consist of an instrumentation power supply, transmitter, and
indicating instrument

2.

The dc instrumentation is powered by 130-V batteries (one per division)
or by 24-V batteries (one per division). Each of these dc distribution
systems has characteristics similar to those of the ac system described
above.

Thus, the instrumentation power system at Fermi 2 is very diverse.
b.

If a main ac power source is lost, such as a 480-V bus, the "bus energized" light
will go out on the combination operating panel in the control room, an
annunciator window will light, and the sequence-of-events recorder will
indicate which breaker(s) operated. Critical instrumentation, such as that for
reactor water level and pressure, is maintained via uninterruptible supplies,
which are fed from the same division battery. Each uninterruptible supply
powers only one or, in a few cases, up to five instrument loops. These supplies
are Class 1E and are not physically close to each other. Such critical
instrumentation is redundant across divisions

c.

If any dc power sources are lost, an alarm and annunciator indication will be
initiated in the control room. In this case, sufficient instrumentation associated
with systems in the opposite division will be available. In addition, critical
instrumentation fed by the failed supply will be maintained, since such
instruments are fed by small, qualified, uninterruptible supplies. The
alternative source, as mentioned above, is the ac power source in the same
division

d.

If power to a small group of instruments is lost, through a failure of a
distribution cabinet or an individual circuit, the operator will be readily aware
that power has been lost. The indicating instrument will drop to zero; the
coordinated manual control switch or pushbutton backlight for that instrument
or function will go out. However, the system redundant to that which suffered
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the instrument power loss will be available to achieve cold shutdown. The
instrumentation for that system is powered from a totally separate source.
8.3.1.3

Conformance To Appropriate Quality Assurance Standards

The Quality Assurance Program covering design, fabrication, testing, purchase, and shipment
of equipment for safety-related systems is discussed in Section 17.1. Quality Assurance
procedures to implement the requirements of IEEE 336-1971 (Regulatory Guide 1.30) are
used during installation, inspection, and testing of electrical equipment.
8.3.1.4

Independence of Redundant Systems

8.3.1.4.1

System Independence

The cabling criteria for Fermi 2 are established to afford complete independence of
redundant safety systems as well as maximum reliability within each safety system.
Guidelines for the cabling criteria follow the general criteria for electrical equipment
described in Subsection 3.12.3.
The independence of safety systems is achieved primarily by the physical layout of the plant
itself. Class 1E electrical equipment is totally redundant. In addition to the general
separation achieved by the plant layout, definite separation requirements are imposed
between equipment and cables of redundant divisions. Cables for redundant channels of the
RPS and ESF are so arranged and installed that no single credible event could cause damage
to more than one of the redundant systems. The systems are so designed that the occurrence
of such an event on one system can in no way affect the other system.
For trays or conduits crossing a single insulated process steam line, a minimum separation of
12 in. is required. Crossing multiple insulated steam lines or running parallel to a single
insulated steam line is avoided. However, if not avoidable, a 4-ft separation is required.
Deviations from this criterion are evaluated and resolved on a case-by-case basis.
Non-Class 1E systems do not degrade the separation between redundant systems. In the case
where separation distances are compromised by non-Class 1E cable trays, a fire-resistant
barrier is used. Barrier use in these cases conforms to the redundant separation requirements.
Protective measures for cables required to meet the identified safe-shutdown path in the fireprotection analysis in Appendix 9A are applied as indicated in that section.
Routing of RPS or ESF control or power cables is avoided through rooms or spaces where
there is a potential for the accumulation of large quantities (gallons) of oil or other
combustible fluids through leakage or rupture of lube oil or cooling systems. Where such
routing is unavoidable, only one division of RPS or ESF cables is allowed.
In the RHR complex, there is no separate BOP cable tray system. The BOP cables on the
south side of the building centerline are routed as ESF, Division I; those on the north side are
routed as ESF, Division II. This means that no BOP cables can cross safety system divisions,
thereby ensuring complete isolation and independence of the redundant safety systems.
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In addition to the separation of cables for redundant safety systems, physical separation is
provided between cables classified as power, control, and instrument. Each is run in a
separate tray system. The definition of each type of cable is as follows:
a.

Power cables – Power cables, as described, generally fall into two voltage
levels of 600-V and 5000-V insulation. These are the cables that provide
electrical energy for motive power or heating to all 4160-V ac, 480-V ac, 208V ac, and 260-V dc auxiliaries. Cables used to provide electrical energy to
switchgear, MCC, and distribution panels also fall into this category. Lighting
power and 260-V dc are not run in the cable tray, but in separate trays or
conduits

b.

Control cables – Control cables are those cables that provide 120 V ac and 125
V dc, for components which affect the automatic or manual control of auxiliary
equipment or the 24 V dc for annunciators which provide alarms for indication
of the state of those auxiliary components

c.

Instrument cables – Instrument cables are those low voltage or low-current
cables that carry signals from such analog devices as thermocouples, resistance
temperature detectors, transducers, pneumatic-to-electric converters, or lowlevel digital signals. They generally are sized 16 AWG or smaller. The
instrument cables also include the fiber optic cables that carry light pulses
rather than current or voltage.

Cable tray design is such that, where practical, the trays containing power cables are the
highest level in stacked trays.
In some cases, cables for small 460-V motors may contain both the power and the control for
those motors. These cables are routed with other control cables in control cable trays.
Instrumentation cables are installed in separate conduit or in separate nonventilated solid
trays with covers to provide electromagnetic shielding. In general, instrument trays occupy
the lowest of a stack of cable trays.
The minimum vertical distance between stacked trays of the same safety-related system or
between stacked trays of a non-safety-related system is 1 ft from the bottom of the upper tray
to the top rail of the lower tray. This provides accessibility to the tray for adding or replacing
cables.
Separation of redundant safety systems and power, control, and instrument cables of the
same safety or nonsafety systems extend through the primary containment penetrations.
Penetrations are grouped in two separate areas, one to the north and one to the south of the
reactor centerline. Penetrations for the divisions of ESF, RPS, and NMS are separated into
the two areas by division. Penetrations are divided by division and by class of service as
follows:
Division I

Division II

6*

5 kV power
480V power

BOP

1

1
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Division I
120V control

2

Division II

BOP

2

Control rod drive

6*

Thermocouple

2∗

Low level signal

2

RPS

1

1

NMS

2

2

*

Half of these penetrations are located in each divisional area.

8.3.1.4.2

Cable Reliability

All safety related cables and balance of plant cables routed in cable trays utilize materials
that are designed to meet the electrical requirements of IEEE/ICC/WG-12-32 after being
subjected to 1.8 x 108 rads gamma integrated over a 40-year period. In addition, a fire test
was conducted for all cables 14 AWG and larger and a fire retardancy test for cables 16
AWG and smaller. Refer to Section 9A.5.d.3(f) for a description of tests on cables 14 AWG
and larger. Temperature and humidity tests were conducted to meet the LOCA BWR
requirements, as detailed in Section 3.11.
Cables not subject to these requirements are routed in enclosed raceway (except as otherwise
noted) and are as follows:
a.

BOP medium voltage underground cables

b.

Lighting cables

c.

Communication cables (i.e., computers, telephone, data, etc.) will be routed in
enclosed raceways unless otherwise approved by engineering.

d.

Security system cables

e.

BOP vendor supplied wiring and their replacements

f.

Internal panel wiring in the control center (not subject to the radiation
resistance requirements only)

8.3.1.4.2.1 Ampacities
Power cable values are sized according to criteria mentioned in ICEA Pub. No. P-54-4401975 for cables in open-top trays and ICEA Pub. No. P-46-426 for cables in conduits and
underground ducts. Sizing of cables is controlled via design instructions and engineering
calculations in the design process. Ampacities for cables outside the drywell are based on a
conductor temperature of 90°C and air ambient temperature of 40°C. To correct for cable
diameters, a diameter correction mentioned in the ICEA publication was applied.
Power cables installed inside the drywell are sized at 65°C (149°F) air ambient with the
exception of cables used only during cold shutdown where 40°C (104°F) air ambient may be
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utilized and cables in certain areas inside the drywell where the temperature exceeds 65°C
(149ºF). Cables installed in operating environmental conditions above 65°C (149°F) were
evaluated. The ampacity tables for 65°C (149°F) were obtained by applying a temperature
correction to the cable ampacities at 40°C. The temperature correction formula was obtained
from ICEA Pub. No. P-46-426.
Power cable values are selected on the basis of 115 percent bus load amps for bus feeder
cables and 125 percent full load amps for cables feeding motors, heaters, etc. These values
can be overruled by engineering dispositions.
8.3.1.4.2.2 Fire Protection of Cables
Cables are fabricated with tested, fire-resistant insulating and jacketing materials. Flame
tests were conducted by the selected cable vendors with the results certified and submitted to
Edison. Cable types were not accepted unless it was proven that a self-sustaining propagating
fire did not result under rigid test conditions.
Fire stops are installed in all horizontal and vertical cable tray penetrations through walls and
floors except for a few select wall penetrations identified as required for pressure venting
from a postulated high-energy pipe break. The high-energy pipe break venting paths are
identified in Subsection 3.6.2. For cable tray penetrations that are not fire stopped, fire
breaks are provided that do not affect vent area requirements. Walls identified as fire walls
are not used for pressure relief and all electrical tray penetrations are fire stopped. Fire
breaks have not been added along horizontal and vertical tray runs because of division of the
plant into fire zones and the use of cable that was tested and purchased to be nonpropagating.
Although tray penetrations are generally used for convenience where the maintenance of a
pressure differential between areas is not required, fire stops are nevertheless provided to
prevent the spread of fire from one area to another. Part of the opening provided is taken up
by the barrier designed in accordance with the wall structure itself. Derating effects of cable
capacity are considered when establishing the depth of the fire-resistant fill in the
penetration. When penetrating a floor, the tray section is completely enclosed for a distance
of 8 ft above the floor surface.
Cable tray penetrations through secondary containment will be fire stopped and sealed with
either the multicable transit manufactured by Nelson Electric Company or an approved
silicone foam fire stop.
The multicable transit consists of a steel rectangular frame through which the cables are
pulled. The spaces inside the frame around the cable are packed with elastomer inserts of a
proprietary formulation. The entire assembly has been fire tested to UL 263 followed by a
hose stream test as specified in UL 10B. UL rates the transits for Classification and Followup Services of Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., and allows it to be marked:
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
Classified
Wall Opening Protective
Multi-Cable Device
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Fire Rating: 3 hr minimum
The other cable tray fire penetrations will be sealed using a fire stop made of
a.

Dow-Corning Q3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam, or

b.

Other material to achieve an ANI approved 3-hr barrier.

At the designated safety-related fire barriers, Edison has provided 3-hr-rated penetration fire
stops, tested and qualified in accordance with the NELPIA/MAERP (ANI) standard method
of cable and pipe penetration fire stops. The thickness is adequate to meet the test
requirements of ASTM E-119. Fire stops at walls not rated as fire barriers are rated for 30
minutes.
If it becomes necessary to breach or repair a completed fire stop, the silicone foam fire stops
can be repaired using silicone foam repair procedures and controls.
Edison recognizes the need for periodic surveillance. These surveillances determine the
condition of the fire stops and seals and will be conducted in accordance with the Technical
Specifications requirements.
Holes and other voids in sleeve penetrations through floors to switchgear, MCCs, and other
panels are plugged with a suitable fire-resistant material. In areas of high cable
concentration, such as a cable spreading room, smoke-detection devices are provided. The
design and configuration of the area determines the actual location of the devices.
The QA procedures to be used to verify that penetration fire stops and seals have been
properly installed include
a.

Verification by QC personnel that fire stops and seals are made of the specified
materials

b.

Monitoring of installation by QC personnel (using inspection procedures and
checklists) to ensure compliance with identified design requirements.

8.3.1.4.2.3 Environmental Effect on Cables
Cable materials are evaluated for the effects of environmental conditions. Cable insulation
temperature ratings consider the effects of ambient temperature and ohmic heat resulting
from loads on the cable.
Where possible, adverse environmental effects are reduced by restricting cable passage
through affected areas. However, cables within areas such as the primary containment are
subjected to small pressure variations and radiation levels over the 40-year operational life of
the plant, possibly at normal operating temperature conditions that may exceed the design
rating of the cable insulation. The effect of these ambient temperatures on the service life of
the cable are evaluated.
An additional requirement of these cables is to operate satisfactorily in the environment
during and after the design-basis accident (DBA) outlined in Section 3.11 and Table 3.11-3.
Throughout the period indicated, the cables may be subjected to a relative humidity of 100
percent as well as to the temperatures and pressures outlined in Table 3.11-3. The cable
manufacturers are required to test samples of cable to demonstrate that they can withstand the
conditions of the DBA defined in Section 3.11, and so certify.
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8.3.1.4.3
NOTE:

Cable Trays
Reduced design loadings for hangers were specified as a result of
reverification of hanger loading and design.

The power and control cable trays are prefabricated sheet metal structures consisting of
longitudinal channel side rails connected by transverse hat section members spaced on 9-in.
centers. Hanger loading is limited to the reduced design loading (cable and tray weight plus
firewrap load, tray cover load, and side rail weight). During initial design, the cable trays
within the relay room, cable spreading room, and directly below the relay room floor were
designed to withstand a dead weight loading of 50 lb./ft.2 , in addition to 200-lb. live load
anywhere along the 8 foot maximum tray span, with a two-to-one safety factor. All other
trays were designed to withstand a dead weight loading of 40 lb./ft.2 in addition to the live
load with the same safety factor. In cases where a reduced design loading for a hanger was
specified, cable trays were designed for such reduced load. An on-going program was later
established to monitor the actual weight of cables in the trays and to account for fire wrap,
conduit, and air drop loads. Cable tray design load is adjusted to reflect these actual loads.
For the trays in the drywell, a concentrated live load of 250 lb was specified. In the design
specification for cable trays, deadweight loading did not include the weight of fire wrap
material or any other attachments, such as top hat covers, that were subsequently added.
Accordingly, hanger modifications were made where necessary, and the structural adequacy
of the cable trays was reverified.
Instrument cables are installed in nonventilated solid metal trays with covers to provide
adequate electromagnetic and electrostatic shielding. Ladder-type sections are used in the
relay room over the cabinets where cable dropouts are required.
All cable tray hangers for RPS and ESF circuits are of Category I design. The trays are
adequately supported and braced to withstand maximum horizontal and vertical forces. The
transition tray sections are structurally connected to form a tray system.
Tray fills in both the control and instrumentation tray systems are initially limited by a
computer program to 60 percent fill by cross-sectional area, but they may exceed 60 percent
fill by specific instruction to the computer detailing the route to be taken. No control or
instrumentation tray is permitted to exceed the deadweight loading limit of its hangers.
Tray fills in the power cable tray systems are initially limited to 47.1 percent fill by crosssectional area. This value is equivalent to 3 in. of calculated depth, where depth is calculated
according to the formula given in the ICEA-NEMA Standard Ampacity for Cables in Open
Top Trays (ICEA P54-440, NEMA WC51-1975). Power trays may exceed 47.1 percent fill
by specific instruction to the computer detailing the tray route to be taken.
Power trays that exceed 47.1 percent calculated fill are reviewed to verify that the
temperature ratings of the cables are not exceeded. The temperature ratings of safety related
cables are not exceeded in power trays greater than 47.1% fill. No power tray is permitted to
exceed the deadweight loading limit of its hangers.
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8.3.1.5

Physical Identification of Safety-Related Equipment

All safety-related equipment is identified using a color and/or numbering scheme that is both
permanent and conspicuous. The purpose of the numerical and color-coding of cable
conduits and trays is to uniquely define each cable and routing as to voltage level, service,
and channel where appropriate. This provides a sure system for ascertaining the proper
installation of each cable. Details of the numbering and color-coding schemes are in the
following subsections.
8.3.1.5.1

Cable Identification

Cables are assigned an alphanumeric code number that is used for the purpose of
identification. This number denotes the equipment category and tray system to which the
cable is assigned. A permanent cable identification tag that indicates the cable number and
segregation code plainly and legibly is affixed to each end of the cable. The number also
appears on any wiring drawing, intercabling diagram, or plan electrical (electrical
installation) drawing on which the cable appears. Cables are color coded in accordance with
plant specifications. Cables belonging to ESF Division I have orange jackets; cables
belonging to ESF Division II have blue jackets. Cables which are pulled QA 1 with a black
jacket are required to have the cable jacket re-identified (phase taped) per plant
specifications. Also, in cases where divisional color jacketed cable have been pulled BOP,
cable jacket re-identification (phase taping) is required per plant specification. In general, the
BOP cables have black jackets except for certain cases, described in plant specifications.
Black-, neutral-, and magenta-colored jacket cables are installed in divisional trays in a
limited number of cases due to lack of cables having proper jacket colors in that size (e.g.,
the coaxial cables with a black or magenta jacket and thermocouple leads with a clear neutral
jacket to expose the underlying tracers).
8.3.1.5.2

Cable Tray and Conduit Identification

Each cable tray has an alphanumeric identification number applied to its side at 25-ft
intervals and at room entrances. This identification reflects the classification, power level,
and channel of the tray section and is so coded. The ESF trays are color-coded orange and
blue by division every 25 ft. The ESF cables are installed only in tray sections or conduits
with a code identical to the code assigned to each cable. The BOP cables, except those in the
RHR complex, which are treated (though not identified) as ESF cables, are routed only in
BOP-coded cable trays.
Conduits installed for ESF and RPS cables are also assigned number codes that show cable
routing. These number codes are affixed to the conduit at appropriate locations, and are
color-coded to denote safety function. The RPS and NMS conduits will be uniquely color
coded.
8.3.2

DC Power Systems

8.3.2.1

Description
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8.3.2.1.1

General

The dc power system consists of two independent Class 1E battery systems, one system per
division. Each system supplies dc power at 260 V dc and 130 V dc.
There is also a 260/130-V dc BOP system serving BOP loads. Further, each high-voltage
switchyard has its own independent source of dc power for circuit breaker control. There are
two batteries and chargers in the 345-kV switchyard and one battery and charger in the 120kV switchyard.
Certain positions on the ESF 480-V buses supply non-safety-related loads. The control logic
power for these positions as well as the safety-related positions is supplied by the Class 1E
battery systems. Non-safety-related dc power loads, such as emergency oil pumps, are
normally supplied by the BOP battery system. Where non-safety-related power loads exist
on the Class 1E battery systems, a Class 1E isolation device will disconnect the non-safetyrelated load from the Class 1E battery system on receipt of a LOCA signal.
The ESF and BOP systems are protected from voltage variation by an undervoltage and two
overvoltage circuits at the charger. One overvoltage circuit deactivates the rectifier bridge
when the voltage exceeds 139.5 V for BOP and 138.5 V for Div I and II, while the other
alarms to the main control room any voltage surpassing 136 V for BOP and 134 V for Div. I
and II. The undervoltage relay alarms in the main control room if the voltage at the main
distribution panel drops below 128.5 V for BOP and 124.2 V for Div. I and II.
8.3.2.1.2

260/l30-V DC Class 1E Power System

Two center-tapped 260-V batteries are provided for Class 1E loads. They are designated as
2PA for Division I and 2PB for Division II, and are shown in Figure 8.3-9. The batteries are
located in separate rooms in the auxiliary building. The chargers and related equipment for
the Class 1E batteries are located outside the battery rooms, in accordance with the
separation criteria required for redundant systems.
Each 260-V battery is divided into two 130-V batteries connected in series. Each l30-V
battery section has an adequately sized battery charger. These chargers are connected in
parallel through fusing to their respective battery. For each 260-V battery, a 130-V spare
battery charger is provided that can replace either of the normal 130-V connected chargers.
The replacement can be made manually when it has been verified that the charger is
connected to the proper 130-V battery, as shown in Figure 8.3-9. Each division's two 130-V
batteries and their chargers are the source of dc control power for that respective division.
To maximize the reliability of system control power, the following philosophy is applied:
a.

Control power for each of the two load groups within a division is supplied
from a separate 130-V dc section of that division's battery

b.

Power for control of each division's two diesel generators and their associated
switchgear is supplied from the 130-V dc battery section supplied from their
respective load group.

The 260-V sources furnish power for the dc motors necessary during shutdown conditions.
For 260-V use, the battery is connected directly to dc MCCs through adequate fusing. The
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two center-tapped 260-V batteries 2PA and 2PB (identical) are redundant and separated
according to IEEE Standard 308-1971 and General Design Criterion 17.
The loads supplied from the ESF batteries are shown in Table 8.3-15.
8.3.2.1.3

48/24-V DC Power System

8.3.2.1.3.1 Introduction
A reliable source of isolated low-voltage dc energy must be available to provide power for
neutron monitoring instrumentation. The system is designed to be free of electrical noise, and
is reliable in that the loads that are the most needed have the highest probability of being
served. A failure in any part of the system is isolated so that it does not disable the entire
system. The 48/24-V dc system is not required to be Class 1E, but because of physical
relationships with the 260/130-V Class 1E batteries, they are Seismic Category II/I.
Figure 8.3-10 shows a one-line diagram of the 48/24-V dc system required to operate the
various monitoring instruments. One 48/24-V battery, center tapped with the tap grounded at
the instrument ground system, is supplied for each of the two systems. The batteries,
designated 2IA and 2IB, are redundant. The batteries are located in the same rooms with the
260/130-V Class 1E batteries as follows: battery 2IA with 2PA and 2IB with 2PB. Each 48V dc source is provided from two 24-V batteries connected in series charged by two 24-V
chargers.
There is a main distribution panel with three buses: positive, neutral, and negative. The
neutral bus is grounded to the instrument ground bus. Two 24-V series connected batteries
and chargers are connected in parallel to these buses.
Each system has a +24-V dc and a -24-V dc battery charger connected in series with a
common ground. The primary source of power is from the battery chargers, with the
batteries serving as a backup source of power. A fifth charger that can replace any of the
four normal chargers is supplied.
The 24-V dc power system supplies power for all 24-V dc requirements through the use of
two independent systems. The systems, identified as system A and system B, are described
in Subsections 8.3.2.1.3.2 and 8.3.2.1.3.3.
8.3.2.1.3.2 System A
System A furnishes power to the following instruments:
a.

Source range monitor units

b.

Trip auxiliary unit--source range

c.

Intermediate range monitor units

d.

Trip auxiliary units--intermediate range

e.

Process radiation monitor units--stack gas

f.

Trip auxiliary unit--air ejector offgas

g.

Linear amplifier unit--air ejector offgas
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h.

Miscellaneous instrument loops.

System A has as its primary sources of power a positive (+ to N) 24-V battery charger
identified as battery charger 2IA-1, and a negative (N to -) 24-V battery charger identified as
battery charger 2IA-2. The primary sources have as a backup a positive (+ to N) 24-V
battery, and a negative (N to -) 24-V battery.
The system is protected from voltage variation by one under-voltage circuit and two
overvoltage circuits at the charger. One overvoltage circuit opens the charger dc circuit
breaker when the voltage exceeds 28.5 V, while the other alarms to the main control room
any voltage surpassing 26.9 V. The undervoltage relay alarms to the main control room if
the voltage drops below 25 V.
This circuit monitors both the plus and minus sides of the system. A loss of power from the
battery chargers does not interrupt service. A loss of ac feed to the battery chargers will also
alarm in the control room.
8.3.2.1.3.3 System B
System B furnishes power to the following instruments:
a.

Source range monitor units

b.

Trip auxiliary unit--source range monitor

c.

Intermediate range monitor units

d.

Trip auxiliary units--intermediate range monitor

e.

Process radiation monitor unit--reactor building closed loop cooling water

f.

Process radiation monitor unit--reactor building service water effluent

g.

Process radiation monitor unit--radwaste effluent.

h.

Miscellaneous instrument loops.

System B also has as its primary sources of power a positive (+ to N) 24-V battery charger
identified as battery charger 2IB-1, and a negative (N to -) 24-V battery charger identified as
battery charger 2IB-2. The primary sources have as a backup a positive (+ to N) 24-V
battery and a negative (N to -) 24-V battery.
The protection and test facilities for system B are the same as those for system A.
The battery chargers are of the full-wave silicon-rectifier type. They are capable of working
independently since loads are different on the positive and negative buses.
8.3.2.1.4

Maintenance and Testing

The plant batteries and other equipment associated with the dc system are easily accessible
for inspection and testing. Service and testing are accomplished on a routine basis in
accordance with recommendations of the manufacturer and requirements of IEEE 450-1972.
Typical inspections include visual inspections for leaks and corrosion and the testing of all
batteries for voltage, specific gravity, and level of electrolyte. Battery testing will be
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performed at least once per 18 months to ensure the capacity as described in Section 8.3.2.2.2
is satisfied.
8.3.2.1.5

Balance-of-Plant 260/l30-V DC System

One 260/130-V battery designated 2PC is provided for BOP systems and is located in the
radwaste building. There are two dc MCCs fed in parallel from battery 2PC. The 2PC
battery system is shown in Figure 8.3-11.
8.3.2.2

Analysis

8.3.2.2.1

Safety Design Basis

The plant safety battery system is a Class 1E system and consists of two 260/130-V dc
control and power batteries. Each battery is of adequate size to safeguard the plant until ac
power sources are restored. Each battery has its own charger, which is sized to recharge the
battery after discharge while carrying its steadystate load within a time compatible with the
recommendations of the battery manufacturer. One standby charger is provided for each of
the two 260/130-V dc power batteries. The plant safety battery system is arranged so that no
single circuit component failure prevents the system from providing power to vital loads.
Feeds for the chargers are from critical buses and redundancy is maintained.
The existing 345-kV switchyard is provided with two separate control batteries that also have
separate chargers. The 120-kV switchyard has its own battery, normal charger, and spare
charger.
8.3.2.2.2

Capacity

Design calculations determined safety related battery capacity by developing load versus
time plots of dc power demand for accident and safe- shutdown conditions. The safety
related battery capacity was then chosen such that under the worst-case condition with no
chargers available, the batteries are able to carry all required loads for 4 hours without battery
voltage dropping below the minimum voltage necessary to operate the respective
components as designated within the applicable design calculation requirements and
component voltage acceptance criteria.
The required safety related 130 V batteries are demonstrated operable at least once per 18
months by verifying that either:
a.

The battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in operable status all of
the actual emergency loads for the design duty cycle (4 hr) when the battery is
subject to a battery service test, or

b.

The battery capacity is adequate to supply a dummy load for a profile as
described within the applicable design calculation while maintaining the battery
terminal voltage greater than or equal to the minimum voltage necessary to
operate the bounding component as designated within the applicable design
calculation requirements.
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Design calculations determined BOP battery capacity by developing load versus time plots of
dc power demand for station blackout (SBO) and Appendix R dedicated shutdown
conditions. The BOP battery capacity was then chosen such that under the worst-case
condition with no chargers available, the batteries are able to carry all required loads for 1.5
hours without battery voltage dropping below the minimum voltage necessary to operate the
respective components as designated within the applicable design calculation requirements
and component voltage acceptance criteria.
The required BOP 130 V batteries are demonstrated operable at least once per 60 months by
verifying that the battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in operable status all of
the actual emergency loads, or an equivalent dummy load, for the design duty cycle (1.5 hr)
when the battery is subject to a battery service test.
The chargers were sized so that any charger is able to recharge a totally discharged battery in
24 hr while supplying maximum predicted load.
8.3.2.2.3

Compliance With Design Criteria

The description in the previous subsections and the dc system shown in Figures 8.3-9 and
8.3-10 demonstrate the compliance of this design with all Regulatory Guides and General
Design Criteria, as well as with all other applicable design criteria and standards including
IEEE 308-1971.
8.3.2.2.4

Safety Evaluation

Each safety related 130-V battery in a division has one designated charger fed on the ac side
from an MCC of the same division. One 130-V spare charger is provided per division and is
also fed on the ac side from another MCC of the same division.
There are two redundant power and control dc systems for ESF loads. The safety related
divisional ESF batteries are of the same size, capable of carrying the load for 4 hr without
chargers, although it is highly improbable not to have either offsite or onsite power available.
In case of a safety related charger failure, the spare charger is employed manually.
The safety related batteries are permanently in service and working while the power plant is
operating; therefore, any failures are detected and resolved during normal operation.
The two divisions are totally independent as far as ac feeds for the battery chargers, the
batteries, and their distribution systems.
The Float and Equalize voltages for the respective Division 1 and 2 batteries are as
maintained within the applicable design calculation requirements. The Battery (Final)
Discharge voltages are maintained at the minimum voltage necessary to operate the
respective components as designated within the applicable design calculation requirements
and component voltage acceptance criteria.
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Each BOP 130-V battery has one designated charger fed on the ac side from a BOP MCC.
One BOP 130-V spare charger is provided and is also fed on the ac side from another BOP
MCC. The BOP batteries are of the same size, capable of carrying the load for 1.5 hr without
chargers, although it is highly improbable not to have either offsite or onsite power available.
In case of a BOP charger failure, the spare charger is employed manually. The BOP batteries
are permanently in service and working while the power plant is operating; therefore, any
failures are detected and resolved during normal operation.
There is no battery control from the main control room; however, the following abnormal
conditions are alarmed or recorded in the main control room:
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DC system alarms
DIV. I

Battery 2A-1 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2A-2 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2A-1 high voltage
Battery 2A-2 high voltage
Battery 2A-1 low voltage
Battery 2A-2 low voltage

DIV. II

Battery 2B-1 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2B-2 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2B-1 high voltage
Battery 2B-2 high voltage
Battery 2B-1 low voltage
Battery 2B-2 low voltage

BOP

Battery 2C-1 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2C-2 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2C-1 high voltage
Battery 2C-2 high voltage
Battery 2C-1 low voltage
Battery 2C-2 low voltage

48/24V

Battery 2IA
24V battery A1 charger (ac power failure)
24V battery A2 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2IA high voltage
Battery 2IA low voltage

48/24V

Battery 2IB
24V battery B1 charger (ac power failure)
24V battery B2 charger (ac power failure)
Battery 2IB high voltage
Battery 2IB low voltage.
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8.3

ONSITE POWER SYSTEMS
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1. Final Report, Starting and Load Acceptance Reliability Test, September 25 through
October 3, 1968, Colt Industries, Fairbanks-Morse, Inc., Power System Division.
2. IEEE Conference Paper 69 CP 177-PWR, Fast Starting Diesel Generator for Nuclear
Plant Protection, presented at the 1969 IEEE Winter Power Meeting, Power
Generation Committee, New York City, New York, January 26-31, 1969.
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TABLE 8.3-2 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM DIVISIONAL CONNECTED LOADS
RHR PUMPS DATA
CONDITION

FLOW
(GPM)

BHP

MOTOR
EFF.

HP
INPUT

KW
INPUT

A

15,200

2,100

93.0%

2,260

1,688

B

11,000

1,900

93.0%

2,045

1,527

CORE SPRAY PUMPS DATA
CONDITION

FLOW
(GPM)

BHP

MOTOR
EFF.

HP
INPUT

KW
INPUT

A

3,250

670

93.0%

720

536

B

4,000

750

93.5%

802

600

RHR Pump
Conditions
A

Four pumps pumping into both loops with one loop broken (single failure)

B

Shutdown cooling after blowdown to main condenser

Core Spray
Conditions
A

Paired Pump rated

B

Paired Pump runout
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Typical loads energized on EDGs
Motor operated Valves
Instrumentation
Drywell Cooling Fans
Standby Gas Treatment System
EECW and EESW Systems
Control Center Ventilation Systems
ECCS Room Coolers
Auxiliary Building Cooling

Control Center Air Conditioning
EDG Auxiliaries and RHR EFS Loads
Auxiliary Building Ventilation
Emergency Lighting – Control Room
Security Lighting
RHR Service Water Pumps*
Cooling Tower Fans: High Speed/Low Speed*
Power Control Battery Charger*

Control Air Compressor/Dryer

Post LOCA Combustible Gas Control System*
Emergency Lighting – Remaining*

*

Loads the operators would normally expect to add to the EDGs through manual operation for extended
shutdown cooling.
Other manual loads can be added by the operator if capacity of respective EDG is available.
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TABLE 8.3-3 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM: LOSS OF POWER,
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN AT ZERO TO TEN MINUTES
EDG LOADING SUMMARY

Loading

With Frequency Allowance

EDG11

EDG12

EDG13

EDG14

EDG11

EDG12

EDG13

EDG14

MW

MW

MW

MW

MW

MW

MW

MW

Revision

Failure

Time

5003_Case_1

None

0-10 min

2.317

2.561

2.293

2.804

2.469

2.713

2.445

2.956

5003_Case_2

EDG11

0-10 min

OOS

2.739

2.374

2.636

OOS

2.891

2.526

2.788

5003_Case_3

EDG12

0-10 min

2.485

OOS

2.374

2.636

2.637

OOS

2.526

2.788

5003_Case_4

EDG13

0-10 min

2.414

2.659

OOS

2.706

2.566

2.811

OOS

2.858

5003_Case_5

EDG14

0-10 min

2.414

2.659

2.453

OOS

2.566

2.811

2.605

OOS

5003_Case_6

EDG11&12

0-10 min

OOS

OOS

2.548

2.903

OOS

OOS

2.630

2.992

5003_Case_7

EDG13&14

0-10 min

2.589

2.885

OOS

OOS

2.671

2.974

OOS

OOS

5003_Case_8

RHR Runout

0-10 min

2.574

2.804

2.534

2.797

2.726

2.956

2.686

2.949

5003_Case_16

EDG Low Voltage

0-10 min

2.269

2.669

2.269

2.682

2.421

2.831

2.421

2.834
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TABLE 8.3-4 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR SYSTEM: LOSS OF OFFSITE
POWER, EXTENDED SHUTDOWN AFTER TEN MINUTES
EDG LOADING SUMMARY
EDG11

Loading
EDG12 EDG13

EDG14

EDG11

Scenario

Failure

Time

MW

MW

MW

MW

MW

T = 10 +

EDG11&12

10 min+

OOS

OOS

2.675

1.648

OOS

T = 10 +

EDG13&14

10 min+

2.739

1.841

OOS

OOS

T = 10 +

EDG11&12

10 min+No
LOCA

OOS

OOS

2.269

T = 10 +

EDG13&14

10 min+No
LOCA

2.332

1.048

OOS
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With Frequency Allowance
EDG12 EDG13
EDG14
MW

MW

MW

OOS

2.761

1.694

2.825

1.893

OOS

OOS

1.093

OOS

OOS

2.342

1.121

OOS

2.405

1.075

OOS

OOS
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TABLE 8.3-5 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR LOADING SEQUENCE: LOSS-OFCOOLANT ACCIDENT AND LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER (DIVISION I EDGS
11, 12) (DIVISION II EDGS 13, 14)
Time (sec)
Overall
EDG
0
-

*

EDG 11 (13)
Accident occurs

EDG 12 (14)
Accident occurs

3

-

Diesel starts

Diesel starts

13

-

Rated speed and voltage

Rated speed and voltage

13

0

EDG breaker closes

EDG breaker closes

13

0

Auxiliary 480-V transformers
energized, instrumentation

Auxiliary 480-V transformers
energized

13

0

RHR pumps and MOVs

RHR pumps and MOVs

18

5

Core spray pumps and MOVs

Core spray pumps and MOVs

18

5

Emergency lighting
Main Control Room &
Communication System Feed DIV I.

Emergency lighting
Main Control Room &
Communication System Feed DIV II.

28

15

Reactor drywell cooling fans

Reactor drywell cooling fans and
SGTS

33

20

Battery room vent fans

EECW and service water

38

25

ECCS and auxiliary room cooling

ECCS and auxiliary room cooling

48

35

Air compressor and dryer

58

45

EDG service water and auxiliaries

68

55

EDG service water and auxiliaries
Control center air conditioning fans
and chiller*, control room
recirculation emergency makeup fan

Chiller compressor is a manually restored load.
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TABLE 8.3-8 DIESEL RESPONSE TO LOADINGg
Minimum Voltage (percent)a

Minimum Frequency
(percent)c

Recovery Time (sec)

Colt
Program

Edison
Program

Preop Testb

Colt
Program

Colt
Preop Testb Program

Edison
Program Preop Testb

Starting of RHR
pump (2000 hp)h

78 (69.4)e

72.5

69-73

95

90-95

3

2.75

4-5

Starting of CS pump
(800 hp) with RHR
pump operating

89 (87.2)e

87.9

89-91 (82.5)f

98

98-99 (96)d

7

6.97

5-7

a

Minimum voltage specified in Regulatory Guide 1.9: 75 percent.

b

Preoperational Test Results - Approximate range for the four EDGs. Minimum values are a deviation from the recommended values of Regulatory
Guide 1.9, but are momentary. The preoperational test demonstrated the starting and load-accepting capabilities of the EDGs.

c

Minimum frequency specified in Regulatory Guide 1.9: 95 percent.

d

Value in parenthesis reflects EDG testing performed with Woodward 2301A based governor control system. Values that fell within existing ranges
shown are bounded and do not indicate any new value.

e

Value in parenthesis reflects Coltec Study for Basler series boost exciter, which is the current exciter in service. The value of 78 is maintained for
historical purposes and is associated with the Portec shunt type static exciter.

f

Value in parenthesis reflects testing performed with Basler series boost exciter.

g

Regulatory guide 1.9, Rev. 2 section C.4 allows testing to justify and validate voltage and frequency dip levels below the stated nominal values as
acceptable based on satisfactory motor starting.

h

The two motors considered were the RHR pump motors (2000-hp motors for pumps A, B, and C and 2250-hp for pump D).
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TABLE 8.3-9 OTHER PLANTS USING COLT EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS
A.

1 unit

-

2665 kW for Northeast Utilities, Millstone Point Nuclear Plant No. 1

B.

2 units

-

2500 kW for Carolina Power & Light, Robinson Nuclear Plant

C.

2 units

-

3000 kW for Northern States Power, Prairie Island Nuclear Plant

D.

2 units

-

3000 kW for Vermont Yankee Corporation, Vermont, Yankee Nuclear
Plant

E.

2 units

-

3000 kW for Metropolitan Edison, Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant
No. 1

F.

4 units

-

3250 kW for Philadelphia Electric Company, Peachbottom Nuclear
Station No. 2 and No. 3

G.

3 units

-

3250 kW for Baltimore Gas & Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Station Units No. 1 and No. 2

H.

2 units

-

3000 kW for Florida Power Corporation, Crystal River Nuclear Station

I.

2 units

-

3000 kW for Jersey Central Power & Light Company, Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station No. 2

J.

3 units

-

3250 kW for Georgia Power Company, Hatch Nuclear Plant

K.

2 units

-

3250 kW for Iowa Electric Light and Power Company, Duane Arnold
Nuclear Plant

L.

3 units

-

3000 kW for Virginia Electric & Power Company, North Anna
Nuclear Plants No. 1 and No. 2

M.

2 units

-

3250 kW for Northeast Utilities, Millstone Point Nuclear Plant No. 2
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TABLE 8.3-10 CONTROL FUNCTIONS OF EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR LOCAL
PANELS AND MAIN CONTROL ROOM CONTROLS

Speed selector switch (Rated/Idle)
Local-remote selector
Start switch
Stop switch
Voltage (Raise-Lower) control
Governor (Raise-Lower) control
Voltage regulator (Auto, Manual)
Synchroscope switch (Off, On)
Prelube pump switch (Off, On)
4160-V circuit breaker (Open, Close, Trip)
Coolant heater (Off, Auto)
Coolant pump (Hand, Off, Auto)
Lube-oil heater (Off, Auto)
Lube-oil pump (Hand, Off, Auto)
Generator space heater (Off, Auto)
Fuel-oil standby pump (Hand, Off, Auto)
Fuel-oil transfer pump A (Off, Run)
Fuel-oil transfer pump B (Off, Run)
Diesel generator SW pump (Off, Run)
EDG trip reset
Fuel tank dump valves
DGSW discharge crosstie valve
480-V breaker control switches
4160-V breaker control switches
LOCA bypass switch
Exciter reset
Exciter bypass switch (normal, bypass)
Exciter emergency shutdown pushbutton

Local EDG
Panel
Xb
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Engine Gage
Board
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

-

X
X(a)
X

-

Main
Control
Room
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

a

An emergency start of the EDG engine will occur with the exciter bypass switch in bypass, however the bypass
position will prevent an auto or manual reset of the exciter.

b

The EDG will auto-start on an emergency start signal with the switch in the “Idle” position. However, the engine
will not accelerate automatically to the rated speed of 900 RPM.
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TABLE 8.3-11 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR METERING
Local EDG
Panel
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Synchroscope
kW
kVAR
Bus voltage
Generator voltage
Frequency
Armature amps
Field voltage, dc
Field amps, dc
Watthour meter
DGSW flow
X-Y-Z phase amps
DG essential bus transformer current
Essential bus power on
480-V diesel bus volts
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Engine Gage
Board

Main
Control
Room
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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TABLE 8.3-12 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR CONTROL PANEL ALARMS AND
TRIPS
Local Control Panel

Emergency Mode
Trip
Alarm

Lube-oil temperature high

X

Lube-oil temperature low

X

Lube-oil pressure lowa

X

X

Test Mode
Trip
Alarm
X

X
X

X

X

Lube-oil sump level low

X

X

Jacket coolant temperature high

X

Jacket coolant temperature low

X

Jacket coolant pressure low

X

X

X

Jacket coolant level low

X

X

X

X

X
X

Crankcase pressure higha

X

X

X

X

Overspeed

X

X

X

X

Inlet air filter p high

X

Start failure

X

X

X
X

X

Start air pressure low

X

X

Local control

X

X

Switch not in auto position

X

X

Generator bearing temperature high

X

X

Overvoltage or ground fault

X

X

X

Field failure

X

X

X

Lube-oil tank level high or low

X

X

Fuel-oil day tank level low

X

X

EDG auto start

X

X

EDG out of service

X

X

Fuel-oil standby pump running

X

X

Fuel-oil pressure low

X

DGSW pump runningb

(b)

b

DGSW pump off

(b)

DGSW pump trip

Xb

Fuel-oil transfer pump A, runb

(b)

b

(b)

Fuel-oil transfer pump A, off
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X

X
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TABLE 8.3-12 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR CONTROL PANEL ALARMS AND
TRIPS
Local Control Panel

Emergency Mode
Trip
Alarm

Fuel-oil transfer pump A, trip

Xb

Fuel-oil transfer pump B, runb

(b)

b

Fuel-oil transfer pump B, off

(b)

Fuel-oil transfer pump B, trip

Xb

Test Mode
Trip
Alarm
Xb

Xb

EDG differential trip

X

Xc

X

Xc

Exciter trip

Xd

Xb

Xe

Xb

a

The crankcase overpressure and low lube-oil pressure sensors are connected in two-out-of-three logic.

b

Panel light indication.

c

Relay target indication.

d

Exciter trips on EDG differential trip or exciter emergency shutdown push button in emergency mode.

e

Under normal slow start operation, the exciter is tripped with the exciter bypass switch in the bypass position.
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TABLE 8.3-13 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR ALARMS IN THE MAIN CONTROL
ROOM
Annunciator Alarm
X
X
X

Lube-oil tank level high/low
Lube-oil temperature high/low
Lube-oil pressure low
DGSW pump auto start
DGSW pump low flow
Crankcase pressure high
Overspeed
Start failure
Starting air pressure low
Auto start
Generator trouble
Overvoltage/ground
Fuel-oil storage tank level high/low
Fuel-oil day tank level low
Fuel-oil pressure low
Jacket coolant trouble
Not ready for auto start
Exciter trip
In local control
Fuel-oil standby pump running
Not in auto position
Lube-oil sump level low
Inlet air filter ΔP high
Motor tripped
LOCA start defeated

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Sequence Recorder
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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TABLE 8.3-14 120V AC DISTRIBUTION PANEL
Distribution Cabinet: H21-P561 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division I)
MPU: 1
Cabinet: 2
Circuit: 1
Panel/Device
P50P402A

BRANCH
Circuit
1

DESCRIPTION
Control Air Relay Cabinet

Distribution Cabinet: H21-P557 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division I)
MPU: 1
Cabinet: 2
Circuit: 2
Panel/Device

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

D11P285

1

PRMS Control Center Emergency Air
South Inlet Monitor Rack

H21P296A

1, 2, 4

CCHVAC Instrument Rack

D11P297

2

PRMS Control Center Emergency Air
North Inlet Monitor Rack

H21P285A

3

CCHVAC Chiller Panel

H21P296C

5, 11

CCHVAC Automatic Temperature
Control Panel

H21P527

6

General Supply Air System Control Panel

H21P528

7

General Exhaust Air System Control Panel
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TABLE 8.3-14 120V AC DISTRIBUTION PANEL
Distribution Cabinet: H21-P559 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division I)
MPU: 1
Cabinet: 2
Circuit: 3
Panel/Device

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

P44N417A

6

Valve Position Transmitter EECW Pump
P4400C001A Discharge

P44N422A

7

Valve Position Transmitter EECW Heat
Exchanger P4400B001A/P4400B001C

H21P282

8

Primary Containment H2/O2 Monitor
Analyzer Cabinet

H21P328A

12

Drywell Cooling Fan Control Panel

Distribution Cabinet: H11-P901 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division I)
MPU: 1
Cabinet: 2
Circuit: 6
Panel/Device

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

H11P626

2

Core Spray Cabinet

H11P617

3

RHR Relay Cabinet

H11P868

5

Termination Panel

H11P857

7, 10

Relay Cabinet

H11P622

9

Inboard Valve Relay Cabinet

H11P891

11

Termination Cabinet

H11P914

12, 18

Primary Containment Monitoring Equip
& Misc. Relay Panel

H11P888

14

Termination Cabinet
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TABLE 8.3-14 120V AC DISTRIBUTION PANEL
Distribution Cabinet: H11-P900 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division I)
MPU: 1
Cabinet: 3
Circuit: 1
Panel/Device

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

H11P614

1

NSSS Temperature Recorder & Leak
Detection Cabinet

H11P613

3, 4, 6, 10

NSSS Process Instrument Cabinet

H11P604

5

PRMS Instrument Rack

H11P869

9

System Service Control Term. Cabinet

H11P601

11

ECCS Combination Operating Panel

H21P521

13

SGT Ventilation Control Panel

H21P532

15

RHR Emergency Cooling Ventilation Panel

H21P534

16

Thermal Recombiner Ventilation Control
Panel

H21P536

17

CS & HPCI Room Ventilation Control
Panel

H21P590

18

RB HVAC Control Panel

H11P914

20

Primary Containment Monitoring Equip
& Misc. Relay Panel
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TABLE 8.3-14 120V AC DISTRIBUTION PANEL
Distribution Cabinet: H11-P902 (Un-Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division II)
MPU: 2
Cabinet: 1
Circuit: 6
Panel/Device

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

H11P627

2

Core Spray Cabinet

H11P618

4

RHR Relay Cabinet

H11P870

5, 7, 15

Relay Panel

H11P855

8, 16

Termination Cabinet

H11P915

9, 21

Primary Containment Monitoring Equip
& Misc. Relay Panel

H11P820

11

Termination Cabinet

H11P623

12

Outboard Valve Relay Panel

H11P853

14

Termination Cabinet

Distribution Cabinet: H21-P562 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division II)
MPU: 2
Cabinet: 2
Circuit: 1
Panel/Device
P50P402B

BRANCH
Circuit
1

DESCRIPTION
Control Air Relay Cabinet
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TABLE 8.3-14 120V AC DISTRIBUTION PANEL
Distribution Cabinet: H21-P558 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division II)
MPU: 2
Cabinet: 2
Circuit: 2
Panel

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

D11P290

1

PRMS Control Center Emergency Air
South Inlet Monitor Rack

H21P296B

1, 2, 4

CCHVAC Instrument Rack

D11P298

2

PRMS Control Center Emergency Air
North Inlet Monitor Rack

H21P285B

3

Control Center AC Chiller Panel

H21P296D

5, 11

CCHVAC Automatic Temperature
Control Panel

H21P527A

6

RB Supply Air System Control Panel

H21P529

7

General Exhaust Air System Control
Panel

Distribution Cabinet: H21-P560 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division II)
MPU: 2
Cabinet: 2
Circuit: 3
Panel/Device

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

P44N422B

5

Valve Position Transmitter EECW Heat
Exchanger P4400B001B/P4400B001D

P44N417B

6

Valve Position Transmitter EECW Pump
P4400C001B Discharge

H21P283

8

Primary Containment H2/O2 Monitor
Analyzer Cabinet

H21P328B

11

Drywell Cooling Fan Control Panel
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TABLE 8.3-14 120V AC DISTRIBUTION PANEL
Distribution Cabinet: H11-P903 (Regulated)
Description: 120 VAC Distribution Panel (Division II)
MPU: 2
Cabinet: 3
Circuit: 1
Panel

BRANCH
Circuit

DESCRIPTION

H11P612

3, 11

NSSS Process Instrument Cabinet

H11P614

4

NSSS Temperature Monitoring & Leak
Detection Panel

H11P620

5

Isolated Transmitter E41K822 for AOV
E41F011

H11P602

9

ECCS Combination Operating Panel

H11P862

10

System Service Control Term Cabinet

H11P817

12

Drywell Cooling, SGTS HVAC Cabinet

H21P520

15

SGT Ventilation Control Panel

H21P533

17

RHR Emergency Cooling Ventilation
Panel

H21P535

18

Thermal Recombiner Ventilation Control
Panel

H21P537

19

CS & HPCI Room Ventilation Control
Panel

H21P538

20

CS & HPCI Room Ventilation Control
Panel

H21P591

21

EECW HVAC Panel

H11P915

22

Primary Containment Monitoring Equip
& Misc. Relay Panel
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TABLE 8.3-15 VITAL 260/130-VDC POWER SYSTEM POWER AND
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
DIVISION I
Power MCC 2PA-1, 260VDC
RCIC Turb gland seal vacuum pump
RCIC Turb gland seal condensate pump
RCIC Motor-operated valves
Motor-operated isolation valves
Control 2PA2, 130VDC (+, N)
Switchgear, 4160V (64B, 11EA)
Switchgear, 480V (72B, 72EA)
Diesel control (EDG 11)
EDG 11 & 12 Auto Load Sequencer
Core Spray System Control (DIV I)
HPCI System Control (Bus A)
Auto depressurization system (Bus B)
Misc loads (recorders/indicators/solenoid
operated valves/inverters/relays)
Control 2PA2, 130VDC (N, -)
Switchgear, 4160V (64C, 12EB)
Switchgear, 480V (72C, 72EB)
Diesel control (EDG 12)
RCIC System Control (Bus A)
RHR system control (DIV I)
Auto depressurization system (Bus A)
Misc loads (recorders/indicators/solenoid
operated valves/inverters/relays)
DIVISION II
Power MCC 2PB-1, 260VDC
HPCI Turb gland seal vacuum pump
HPCI Turb gland seal condensate pump
HPCI Turb auxiliary oil pump
HPCI Motor-operated valves
Motor-operated isolation valves
Control 2PB2, 130VDC (+, N)
Switchgear, 4160V (65E, 13EC)
Switchgear, 480V (72E, 72EC)
Diesel control (EDG 13)
EDG 13 & 14 auto load sequencer
HPCI system control (Bus B)
Auto depressurization system (Bus B)
Misc loads (recorders/indicators/solenoid
operated valves/inverters/relays)
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TABLE 8.3-15 VITAL 260/130-VDC POWER SYSTEM POWER AND
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
DIVISION II (continued)
Control 2PB2, 130VDC (N, -)
Switchgear 4160V (65F, 14ED)
Switchgear 480V (72F, 72ED)
Diesel control (EDG 14)
RCIC system control (Bus B)
RHR system control (DIV II)
Core spray system control (DIV II)
Auto depressurization system (Bus A)
Misc loads (recorders/indicators/solenoid
operated valves/inverters/relays)
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REFERENCE DRAWINGS
SD-2500-03 & 04

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 4160V. S.S. BUSES 64B & C, 65E, F & G REACTOR BUILDING

SD-2500-05

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 4160V. S.S. BUSES 64A, 65D, 65L, 64V, & 65W RADWASTE BUILDING

SD-2500-06

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 4160V. S.S. BUSES 66H, 68K, 69J, 69K & 69M PUMPHOUSES

SD-2510-01

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 480V. SWGR. E.S.F. BUSES 72B, C, E,& F REACTOR BUILDING

SD-2510-02

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 480V. SWGR. EQ. BUSES 72A, L, M & R RADWASTE BUILDING

SD-2510-03

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 480V. SWGR. BUSES 72N, S & V

SD-F-0023

SWAN CREEK
SHOAL

RADKA

345KV BUS #303

Z

S4000S018

S4000S017

GM

120 KV

BUS #102

(TYP.)
X

BUS #101

S4000S014

Y

S4000S013
S4000S016

GL (S4003S006)

X

Y

Z

Z

GC (S4003S002)

GJ (S4003S003)

Z

Y

NO. 2

Y

120-4.8KV.

Z
Y

X

Y

TRANS. #1 L.T.C.
120-13.2KV.
R1200S015
24/32/40 MVA

R1200S045

Y

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 480V. SWGR. BUSES 72EA, EB, EC, ED
PHASING DIAGRAM MAIN POWER SYSTEM

PHASING DIAGRAM 4160V. & 480V. SYSTEM SERVICE

SD-TS-2001-22

ONE LINE DIAGRAM TSC & OBA

SD-0002

4800 VOLT M.T.G. NO. 1 SYS. SERVICE BUSES

1.

THE LOAD TAP CHANGE SETTINGS FOR SYSTEM
SERVICE TRANSFORMER SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS:

2.

THE S.S.TRANSF. #68 WAS PROCURED BY THE ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT AND HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED AS S.S.TRANSF.
#67. HENCE,WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH THE ELECTRICAL

HIGH VOLTAGE CUTOFF-126VAC

37000A GENERATOR BUS
S1200S001

SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT THE SUBJECT TRANSFORMER SHOULD BE
REFERENCED AS S.S.TRANSF. #67 INSTEAD OF S.S.TRANSF. #68

DIVISION I

AS TAGGED ON THE EQUIPMENT.

DIVISION II

1350 MVA, 22KV, 0.9 P.F.
N3031S001

TAP
SETTING
117/13.2 KV

MTG2-#2A

345/21.1 KV

MTG2-#2B

345/21.1 KV

Y

EDG #12

EDG #13

EDG #14

R3001S001

R3001S002

R3001S003

R3001S004
BROWNSTOWN NO.3

(TYP.)

WILL BE OPERATED AT 13.2 KV.

#3-4B

BUS 3-4A

A

EA3

EA4

NO

EB3

13.8KV PEAKER

EB4

NO

EC3

EC4

NO

ED3

ED4

NO

BUS #11

13.8KV PEAKER

R1400S011B

BUS 1-2A

A4

A2

R1400S011C

BUS 1-2B

UNIT

UNIT

UNIT

#4

#3

#2

#1

R1100
S070

R1100
S069

R1100
S071

CTG. 11

A7

A6

C

B

D

ESS BUS #12EB

ESS BUS #13EC

ESS BUS #14ED

4.16KV

4.16KV

4.16KV

4.16KV

R1400S002A

R1400S002B

R1400S002C

R1400S002D

RHR COMPLEX

RHR COMPLEX

RHR COMPLEX

RHR COMPLEX

EB5

EA5

EC5

TRANSF. 750/1000KVA

TRANSF. 750KVA

ESS BUS #72EA
4160-480/277V
R1400S036A

ED5

4160-480/277V
R1400S039A

F 2

4055/480 V

7.82%

NOTE

72C

4055/480 V

7.80%

FOR DETAILS OF THE
EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION
IN THE 345 KV YARD
SEE SD-M-0001

72E

3950/480 V

8.05%

72EA

4160/480 V

5.76%

72EB

4160/480 V

5.67%

72EC

4055/480 V

5.58%

72ED

4055/480 V

BM

CF

DF

72F
345KV BUS #301

345-4.16KV

X

CB

R1200S014

Y

1B

1C

1C NO

1B

1B

1C

DTE

1C

NO

Z

1B

5.52%

* 72K

4160/480 V

4.00%

72L

3950/480 V

7.68%

72M

4055/480 V

72N

3950/480 V

7.82%

72P

4055/480 V

8.20%

72R

3950/480 V

7.50%

S.S #65 TRANSF.
345-4.16KV

X
HOUSE SERVICE TRANSFORMER #52

Z

300 KVA

Y

S4000S020

28/37.3 MVA

X

X

R1200S001

Z

Z

13,200-240/120V, 3

Y

Y

X

SWYRD CTL HOUSE

X

BACKUP

Z

X

X
X

POWER SUPPLY

X

Y
S.S. #68 L.T.C.

480V BUS ESS #72EA

Z

Y

Z

Z

Y

Y

Z

Y

RHR COMPLEX

RHR COMPLEX

RHR COMPLEX

RHR COMPLEX

R1400S037

R1400S038

R1400S039

V1

V3

5.83%

4160/480 V

4.10%

4160/480 V

Y

Z

7.54%

* 72W

4160/480 V

XFMR #2

5.78%

13/17.3 MVA

120/13.2KV

8.25% (H-X) @ 7.5 MVA BASE
13.33% (H-Y) @ 7.5 MVA BASE
4.91% (X-Y) @ 7.5 MVA BASE

RADW. BLDG.

NO

W5

INTLK

Z

4160/480 V

72V

R1400S001W

RADW. BLDG.

R1200S004

Y

15/20 MVA

BUS 65W

R1400S001V

13/17.34 MVA

+20-10%L.T.C.

* 72T

INDICATES TRANSFORMERS WITHOUT TAPS

4.16KV S.S.

BUS 64V

18.75/25 MVA

13.2-4.16KV

BACK UP PWR

Z

7.58%

* 72U
X

480V BUS ESS #72ED

4.16KV S.S.

15/20/25 MVA

CTL HOUSE

480V BUS ESS #72EC

R1400S036

TRANSF.

120KV SWYRD

X

480V BUS ESS #72EB

7.79%
5.80%

4160/480 V

M
M

Y

5.59%

13.2/0.480KV

* 72J

S2003S001

R1400S039B

R1400S038B

7.61%

3950/480 V

* 72G

31.75/42.34MVA

SEE NOTE 1
Z

4055/480 V

72B

750KVA 10%REG.

750KVA 10%REG.
S.S. #69 TRANSF.

1

X

R1200S002
192KVA REACTOR
160V-400A 4
1.9% Z 3-1%%c
R1200S017

500KVA REG. 10%
13.8KV 3%%c
R1200S016

DM

ITC

TRANSF.
15/20MVA

72A

TRANSF. 750KVA

R1400S038A

17.99% (H-X)

35.02% (X-Y)

1

S.S. #64 L.T.C.

13.2-4.16KV
+20-10%L.T.C.

4.79%

336.375/4.16 KV

E 5
DX

BT

ESS BUS #72ED

4160-480/277V

4160-480/277V
R1400S037A

TRANSF. 750/1000KVA

(4)18,824KVA EACH 0.85 PF, 13.8KV. PEAKER GENERATORS

4.75%

13.20/4.16KV

13.30% (H-Y)

ESS BUS #72EC

ESS BUS #72EB

S4000P008

SECTIONALIZING SW. # 3

4.68%
8.26% (H-X)

12.54/4.16KV

SS 69

S2003S002

ESS BUS #11EA

CM

UNIT

R1100
S072

336.375/4.16 KV

345KV BUS #302

SPARE
POSITION

SS 65

SS 68

13.2 KV.

R1100
S074

NO
B2

12.54/4.16KV

12.05% (X-Y)

S011A

B4

SS 64

SS 66

DTE

ITC

0.8 P.F.,3.25MW.

R1400

B6

16.01% (H-X)

5.71% (H-Y)

M

GEN.BUS

120/13.2 KV

EDG’S

13.8KV
13.8KV PEAKER

CTG-11

BROWNSTOWN NO.2

4.063MVA., 4160V.

ARE OPERATING. OTHERWISE, THEY

R1100
S075

7.80%
15.38% @ 710 MVA BASE
12.99% @ 710 MVA BASE

34.56% (X-Y)

EDG #11

Y

AT 13.8 KV ONLY WHEN PEAKERS

PEAKER

PERCENT
IMPEDANCE

16.08% (H-Y)

Z

NOTE: PEAKER BUSES WILL BE OPERATED

SEE
SD-2500-02

TRANSF.
NUMBER
TRF# 1

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS

X

SEE SD-2500-02
AND SD-0002

ONE LINE DIAGRAM 4160V. EDG BUSES 11EA, 12EB, 13EC & 14ED

SD-2500-09

SD-2500-10 & 11

X

Z

SEE SD-2500-02
AND SD-0002

345-21.1 KV

M.T.G. #2

BLOCKED

R1200S046

781 MVA ODAF

345-21.1 KV

Z

L.T.C. OPERATOR

Z

6 MVA

S1100S002

710 MVA FOA

Y

Y
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NOTE:
AS OF APRIL 8 2004, INTERNATIONAL TRANSMISSION COMPANY (ITC) OWNS AND

FIGURE 8.3-1

OPERATES THE SWITCHYARD EQUIPMENT AT THE 345KV AND 120KV VOLTAGE LEVEL
DOWN TO THE DISCONNECT FEEDING THE TRANSFORMERS CTG11, 1, 2A, 2B, SS61, SS62,
SS65 AND SS69, WHICH PROVIDE POWER TO FERMI.

ONE-LINE DIAGRAM - PLANT 4160 V AND 480V
SYSTEM SERVICE INCLUDING SWITCHYARD

DETROIT EDISON COMPANY DRAWING NO. 6SD721-2500-01, REV. AZ
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FERMI 2 UFSAR
8.4

STATION BLACKOUT (SBO)

8.4.1

Introduction

10 CFR 50, Section 50.63 (Station Blackout Rule) (reference 1) requires that each lightwater-cooled nuclear power plant be able to withstand and recover from a station blackout
(SBO) of a specified duration. Licensees are expected to have the baseline assumptions,
analyses, and related information used in their SBO evaluation documented and available for
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) review. Section 50.63 also identifies the factors that
must be considered in specifying the SBO duration and requires that, for the SBO duration,
the plant be capable of maintaining core cooling and appropriate containment integrity.
The object of the SBO rule is to reduce the risk of severe accidents resulting from SBO by
maintaining highly reliable ac electric power systems and, as additional defense-in-depth,
assure that nuclear plants can cope with an SBO for a specific period of time.
The governing criteria for SBO are contained in 10 CFR 50.63. The term “Station Blackout”
is defined as the loss of offsite ac power to the essential and nonessential electrical buses
concurrent with turbine trip and the unavailability of the redundant onsite emergency ac
power systems. However, ac power to buses fed by station service batteries through inverters
is considered available along with the dc power to buses fed by the batteries.
8.4.2

SBO Coping Evaluation

Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.155, Station Blackout, (reference 2) describes a means acceptable
to the NRC for meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63. RG 1.155 states that the NRC
has determined that the Nuclear Management and Resource Council (NUMARC) document
NUMARC 87-00, Guidelines and Technical Bases for NUMARC Initiatives Addressing
Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors, (reference 3) also provides guidance that is in
large part identical to the RG 1.155 guidance and is acceptable to the NRC for meeting these
requirements. When reference to NUMARC 87-00 is made, it also includes reference to the
supplemental NUMARC letter of January 4, 1990 (reference 4).
The reactor core and associated systems have been reviewed to determine that there are
sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that the core is cooled, the reactor coolant system
is isolated, and appropriate containment integrity is maintained in the event of an SBO for the
required duration.
Systems required for decay heat removal have been reviewed to ensure that those portions of
the systems which are required to cope with the consequences of an SBO are available.
Effects of nonavailability of support systems such as instrument air, HVAC, and ac power
are considered. Condensate storage tank and battery capacities have been reviewed for
adequacy.
Combustion Turbine Generator (CTG) 11-1 is designated as an alternate ac (AAC) power
source for the plant and is available within one (1) hour to the blacked out unit. In the event
CTG 11-1 is inoperable, one of the remaining CTG’s can be started using a standby diesel
generator. The alternative CTG has the same time availability criteria as CTG 11-1. Plant
coping is controlled predominately by class IE dc power and steam driven sources until the
8.4-1
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AAC power is available for loading within one hour. The AAC receives its fuel from a fuel
tank located near the unit and independent of any fuel tanks for the EDGs.
The Fermi 2 plant has been evaluated against the requirements of the SBO rule using
guidance from NUMARC 87-00 except where RG 1.155 takes precedence. The results of
this evaluation are detailed as follows.
8.4.2.1

SBO Coping Duration

RG 1.155 and NUMARC 87-00 Section 3 were used to determine an SBO coping duration of
four (4) hours for Fermi 2. The specific SBO duration is based on the redundancy of the
onsite emergency ac power sources, the reliability of the onsite emergency ac power sources,
the expected frequency of loss of offsite power (LOSP), and the probable time needed to
restore offsite power. The coping duration is based on the following design characteristics
using the NUMARC 87-00 methodology:
1.

Offsite power design characteristic group is classified “P2”.

2.

Emergency power configuration group is classified “B”.

3.

EDG target reliability is “0.95”.

8.4.2.2

SBO Coping Analysis Assumptions

The assumptions used in the coping analysis are as follows:
1.

RG 1.155 and NUMARC 87-00 provide general guidance for the SBO coping
analysis.

2.

The unit is operating at 100 per cent rated thermal power for at least 100 days
prior to the event initiation.

3.

Initiating conditions will be loss of offsite power and Station Blackout. No
design basis accidents, other events, or additional single failures are assumed to
occur prior to or during the SBO event.

4.

A reactor SCRAM immediately follows an LOSP.

5.

Reactor coolant system inventory losses are limited to normal system leakage,
losses from blowdown and recirculation pump seal leakages (18 gal/min per
pump maximum).

6.

Credit is taken for operator actions where appropriate.

7.

CTG 11-1 is available for loading within one (1) hour of the SBO event, or
CTG 11-2,11-3, or 11-4 is available with blackstart capability using a standby
diesel generator, and available for loading within one (1) hour of the SBO
event.

8.

Equipment needed for the SBO coping duration is available at the site.

8.4-2
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8.4.2.3

SBO Coping Capabilities

Applicable plant systems/functions, as identified in RG 1.155 and NUMARC 87-00
guidelines, are available to successfully cope with the SBO event to the extent required by
RG 1.155 for the required SBO duration.
The SBO coping evaluation concludes that the various systems and components required for
reactor core cooling are available. The CTG 11-1 or alternate CTG with the standby diesel
generator in conjunction with the battery capacity has been found to be adequate for the four
hour coping duration. The ability to maintain the reactor cooling system (RCS) inventory
and containment integrity has been evaluated and confirmed. The effects of the loss of
ventilation on equipment needed for SBO has been evaluated. The plant can successfully
cope with the SBO event for the required four hour duration with negligible impact on the
equipment qualified life and with no impact on the operability of the equipment.
The plant has the capability to cope with an SBO for the coping duration of four hours as
discussed below:
1.

Capability to provide core cooling is demonstrated by the following:
a.

RCS isolation
RCS isolation is provided to prevent loss of inventory through normally open
lines.

b.

Main steam line isolation
Main steam line isolation is achieved by automatic closure of the main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs) upon loss of offsite power. Manual closure capability
of the MSIVs is also available. Controlled steam release capability is available
to remove decay heat via the safety relief valves (SRVs) to the suppression
pool. The SRVs are self-actuating at the set relieving pressure, but may be
operated manually at pressures below the valve setpoint.

c.

High pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system availability
During SBO, the high injection volume of the HPCI system is not necessary,
since loss of coolant accident conditions are not postulated.

d.

Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system availability
During SBO, a steam flowpath from the reactor and a water flowpath from
either the condensate storage tank (CST) or the suppression pool are available
to the turbine driven RCIC pump.
The RCIC system starts and initially feeds to the reactor from the CST until the
CST reaches its low level setpoint. Upon reaching this limit, the RCIC suction
automatically shifts to the suppression pool. All necessary instrumentation and
valves required to assure automatic transfer to the suppression pool are
available during an SBO.

e.

CST capacity
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Adequate condensate inventory is available for the required coping duration
without additional water supply. The inventory in one CST is adequate for the
required SBO coping duration of four hours.
f.

Batteries and battery charger capacity
To maintain the electrical and instrumentation components needed for core
cooling and decay heat removal following SBO, Fermi 2 requires class IE as
well as non-IE batteries to support operation of the AAC. A battery capacity
calculation has been performed pursuant to NUMARC 87-00, section 7.2.2 to
verify that required class IE and non-IE batteries have sufficient capacity to
meet Station Blackout loads for one hour. The class IE batteries were
determined to be adequate to meet Station Blackout loads for one hour. The
non-IE batteries that support the AAC, switchgear and associated functions
were determined to be adequate to meet Station Blackout loads for one hour.
The associated battery chargers for the division 1 IE battery and the necessary
non-IE station batteries are connected within one hour and power is available to
support battery operation in excess of the one hour from the AAC. Therefore
the batteries are capable of adequate support of the SBO loads for the four hour
coping duration.

g.

Compressed air system requirements
No air-operated valves are relied upon to cope with a station Blackout for one
hour. The loss of the compressed air system during an SBO would have no
impact on maintaining both decay heat removal capabilities and RCS inventory.
The only pneumatic operated valves relied upon to cope with a Station
Blackout are the two (2) low-low set relief valves and five (5) ADS Safety
Relief Valves (SRVs) that are operated by pressurized nitrogen. Each valve has
an accumulator sized to provide five (5) actuations of the valve on loss of the
nitrogen supply.
The division 1 Control Air Compressor can be powered by the AAC source and
would be available after the AAC is started and connected to the loads within
one hour.

h.

Instrumentation requirements
Adequate instrumentation is provided to assess the core reactivity, RCS
inventory, core cooling capability, decay heat removal capability, and
availability of necessary ac and dc power systems.

2.

Ability to maintain adequate RCS inventory
As allowed by NUMARC guidelines, recirculation pump seal leakage is assumed not
to exceed 18 gpm per pump. A design calculation on CST inventory was performed
using the 18 gpm per pump leakage plus the 25 gpm maximum allowable Technical
Specification leakage for a total of 61 gpm leak rate. Additionally reactor
depressurization was assumed to be required. The results indicate that about 148,420
gallons are required which is less than the volume of water that must be maintained in
the CST while in Modes 1, 2 and 3. The RCIC system is capable of providing
8.4-4
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sufficient makeup inventory to the reactor pressure vessel to maintain water level.
Standby Feedwater system is also available to be powered from the AAC to maintain
the reactor water level.
3.

Ability to maintain appropriate containment integrity
Appropriate containment integrity is provided during the required duration of the
SBO. Valves necessary for containment isolation or which must be operated during
the four hour SBO event can be positioned independent of the preferred and blacked
out unit class IE emergency power supply. Means of closure include manual
operation, dc powered operation, AAC powered operation and air operated valves
that fail closed on loss of air, as discussed as acceptable in NUMARC 87-00. Valve
position can be determined by either control panel indicating lights or by mechanical
valve position indicators at the valves. The system operating procedure on primary
containment isolation system has been revised to include actions necessary to verify
containment isolation valves are in their appropriate position during an SBO.

4.

Effects of loss of ventilation
Those areas of the plant which contain equipment required to operate during an SBO
to achieve and maintain safe shutdown have been evaluated to determine their
average ambient steady state temperatures occurring during the SBO duration. This
evaluation was performed in accordance with the guidelines established in NUMARC
87-00, Appendix F. This evaluation has established reasonable assurance of
operability of equipment in these areas during as SBO event.

5.

Equipment environmental evaluation
Areas of the plant housing equipment/components required for SBO coping have
environmental conditions which are either below the component environmental
qualification design limit or are only slightly above the design limit and are well
below the minimum generic limit established in NUMARC 87-00.
A plant specific heat up analysis of the primary containment was performed. The
analysis is documented in a design calculation and concludes that the containment
design temperature of 340 degrees F is not exceeded within the first hour of the SBO
event. The HVAC systems for the drywell are not available during the first hour, but
will be reestablished when the AAC source is available. The drywell is a dominant
area of concern not from an equipment operability concern but to ensure that drywell
temperature would not exceed the design limit of 340 degrees F. Fermi 2 has a Mark
1 containment.
The HVAC system for the Control Center Complex which is not identified as a
dominant area of concern is not available during the first hour of the SBO event. A
design calculation has verified that the Control Room temperature will not exceed
120 degrees F during an SBO event. Since equipment inside instrument and control
cabinets are exposed to their own electrical heat loads, doors of cabinets containing
energized equipment within the Control and Relay Rooms relied upon to cope with an
SBO should be opened within thirty (30) minutes of the SBO event onset, per
NUMARC 87-00, Section F.5. An increase in air transfer is provided by opening
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cabinet doors, thus, keeping the instrumentation inside cooler. Procedures have been
revised to include this requirement for an SBO event.
Equipment in the HPCI and RCIC rooms has been evaluated and determined to be
operable at the calculated temperatures of 180 degrees F and 158 degrees F
respectively. Both the HPCI and RCIC rooms have equipment area high temperature
sensors which are capable of causing isolation of the HPCI or RCIC systems.
Calculations show that temperatures will exceed the setpoints of 150 degree F. The
systems will isolate unless operator action is taken. Procedures have been revised to
ensure that the equipment area high temperature signals are disabled for an SBO
event.
Weather hazards such as extreme temperatures, wind, and flooding will not impact
components required for an SBO event.
6.

Emergency lighting requirements
Emergency lighting is provided in the Control Room to enable station operators to
perform the necessary manual actions to cope with the SBO. Adequate emergency
lighting is available for those areas of the plant where operator actions and/or ingress
or egress is required. Emergency lighting is provided by self-contained battery
powered Appendix R lighting and other battery powered lighting provided for the
SBO event.

7.

Identification of required operator actions and training
Operator actions and training that are required, inside and outside the Control Room,
to cope with the SBO event are identified in plant procedures and the operators are
trained as applicable on the procedures.

8.

Procedure interface considerations
RG 1.155 provides the guidance that procedures and training should include all
operator actions necessary to cope with an SBO for at least the duration determined
according to RG position 3.1 and to restore normal long term cooling/decay heat
removal once ac power is restored. Procedures have been integrated with plantspecific technical guidelines and the emergency operating procedure upgrade
program.

9.

Diesel generator reliability program requirements
Elements of the EDG program are contained in RG 1.155. An EDG reliability
program has been integrated within other existing programs and plant procedures and
is consistent with the guidance of RG 1.155, Section 1.2. The target reliability of the
EDGs is 95% which is consistent with the plant category and coping duration in the
regulatory guide.

10.

Quality Assurance
A quality assurance program consistent with the guidance of RG 1.155 is in place for
SBO equipment. Quality Assurance activities have been implemented as were
determined appropriate for the existing equipment consistent with the guidance in
Appendix A of RG 1.155.
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STATION BLACKOUT (SBO)
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